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Lopez tcck refuge in the mine
night with a limited supply of
food. Ho was formerly c:ia of the
lessees of the mine, which produces
gold, silver and copper, and la famil
iar with every passageway.
Will Shoot Him on Sight
Mike Cranovich, who shot and seriously wounded hi wife frcvral days
aw, may also have hid'en ia the
mine, it was thought. The deputies
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Saturtoiia, as rumored, developed
day, when Navarette s soldiers besan
v..
;tl.ui:.- lilsv ,Cr.K,.
ted defeat at Victoria.
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in Hiding

Hermosillo, Dec. 1. General Francisco Castro, who was federal commander in Juarez, prior to the recent
insurgent victory, Is a refugee in the
home of Max Webber, German consul
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were instructed to allow him to
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SECRETARY OF LABOR AND COLO- TREASURY
himself peacefully If he came
WITHMATES COST OF RUNNING
RADO EXECUTIVE
out alone. Lopez was to be shot on
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at Juarez, said a report received

to- ICTIN
CONGRESS COMPLETES
day by Ceueral Carranza from Gen- ' AND EEGINS ON REGULAR
eral Francisco Villa."" ' J
; ''
TH EGOVERNMENT
DRAW PROPOSITION
'
MEDIATE
"."''
SESSION
Bight.
Germany Protects Him
General Villa asked his cominau.Ier-ln-chle1512-1- 3
SETTLE
TO
STRIKE EXCEEDS
Carranza, what action he
FIGMES VILLA MOVES
BE SMOKED OUT
ROPE
HIS
TROOPS
HE WILL
vyiLL PROVE
CRAIG
should take with regard to Castro.
General Carranza answered that Villa
SITUATION
feR LAST YEAR REBEL GENERAL LEAVES JUAREZ should make a request on the German THE SENATE IS UNAELE TO
IS NOW
CLARIFIED, APPROPRIATION
'MINE IN WHICH HE IS HIDING IS
A HtAET-SySHE- B
'
WAS $22,864,06rtESS THAN
ONLY ONE SUGGESTION.
FOR CAMPAIGN IN NORTH- - '
consul for the delivery of the federal
SEALED AND GASES
RY OUT SCHEDULED
pr
on
officer
the
FOR
V
REMAINING
''ERN MEXICO
ground that he half
"
STARTED
GRAM TODAY
'
been
of
offenses
the
LAWYER TELLS THE JURY
guilty
against
HE
"
'
public peace and tranquility..
CAN tSTABLISH. GUILT OF
'
CIV
i
rn
"run
'GETS
TO GRANT MANY DEMANDS P0S10FFICE
ir hip
FORTUNE WILSON
It was held by officials here that! rFPff'TJY '
SATISFIED
ACCUSED MURDERER
T'T
IlC
tlAJ luLLLU OIA 1HL11
,l1
jS
lLu
General Castro was not in any sense1.
j ''
a
but
had
political,
taken
fugitive
Shelby ville, Ind., Dec. 1. Dr. Wil- STATE'S PROPOSITION,
$306,953,117
SET ASfOE pOR MAIN- PRESIDENT
HOWEVSEEMS To THINK"
OFFICERS ARE DETERMINED TO
refuge in a; foreign consulate imme- - PRAYER BY THE CHAPLAIN r
liam B. Craig, on trail for his life beDOES
NOT
TAINING
HUERTA'S
ER,
PRESCRIBE
DAY IS ABOUT
BRING THE BLOODY VILLAIN
TURES THE OPENING C
diately after he had been defeated In
fore a jury! consisting almost entirely
UNION RECOGNITION
MACHINERY
CONCLUDED
warfare.
TO JUSTICE
of farmers, this afternoon heard himWINTER'S WORK
Villa reported that he had, placed
self denounced as the slayer of Dr.
Denver, Dec.
:
Juarez, Mexico, ' Dtc l'. General a close guard around German Consul
of Labor
Washington, Dtic. .. Congress will
- Helen E. Kuabe by Attorney Ephriam
Washington, Deo. 1. A new iWebber's house to- prevent the escape
W.
B.
to
have'
Wilson
Villa's advance army of
fiancisw
Inman,
and
the
M.
1.
to
Governor
E.
Dec.
While
$1,108,681,777
appropriate
representing
Indianapolis
Bingham, U.,
of
congress, the second in l
of the federal commander.
Council of Women.
the corernf;i;t elite ViAUix
The 'jury was' Amnions this .afteriycn prepared a
rebels, Tftlt?h is acvlss to attack
Wilson's administration, L
poisonous gases gradually thick- Joint letter to the operators and min-- i States during the fiscal year, accord-"Th- e Chihuahua City, 225 miles south of
completed at the forenoon session.
ened and penetrated the farther
today at noon. Vies Pre':" ;
Federals to Take Torreon
state will be able to produce j erg withdrawing the arbitration pro-- ! big to the estimates prepared by each Juarez, today reached a point 63 miles
mine
reaches of the Utah-Apeas the noon hour 8rn t.
shall,
1.
Mexico City, Dec.
The city of
no eye witness to this crime," said Position submitted last week for the j department and; sent, to the house
r. from the border.
They were forced to
Glared the old session, alj-"today, Ralph Lopez, slayer of six
which
in
been
has
the
long
Inman. "We expect, however; to settlement of the Colorado coal strike, tiay by Secretary ileAdoo of the treas-brin- detrain there because of the destruc- Torreon,
men, crowded to the bulkhead of
"without day" and in the next tr,.; i
before you a train of circuin- - i '''his action was decided upon, it was llry. The estimates siibhutted today tion of the railroad. Preparations hands of the rebels, Is about to be rethe Andy tunnel this afternoon
that, ootigress hn
announced
taken
federals
under
General
Jose
by
were made to march overland to the
$22,864,067 in excess of the
Btances, all pointing, not only in" the explained, merely fo clarify the situa-lai'-e
and called for his friend, Julio
bled "in accordance with thft con.- 'i
K.
to
Velasco,
according
dispatchdrectlon of murder, but in the' direcand leave only one .proposition propriations for tho last fiscal year, state capital. Another train carrying
Corrello.'
es received today by the war depart ttution."
tion of Dr. William B. Craig as the before the miners..
,..
"What do you want? Speak
jbut their total falj, $39,265,066 below 1,(100' rebels was made ready' here for ment. The feedral
More formality maikcd t'
troops are said to
This leaves
guilty man.
now for in half an hour you will
prouosal, the estimates for that, year. The es-- fn journey south.
of the house. The cbnf'. m,
ing
"There will bo no direct proof of; drawn up at the close of last week's tilmates are as follows;
General Villa said today that be- ment. The feedral troops are said to Rev.'
be dead," commanded' the deputy
H. Couden, otf rt 1 t
on
their
the
advance
reare
and
city,
any engagement between Dr. Craig conference, under consideration. The1 Legislative establishment, $7,533,- - fore reaching Chihuahua he expects
'
in charge of the posse at the en- with parlKu'ar
er,'
referring
and Dr. Kuabe to marry, but circum- operators already have agreed to ac- - 531 ; executive establishment, $30,809,-cept- . to be reinforced by General Chao and ported to be now within a few miles to the
trance.
l
r
"great economic iv
of the place.
stances will be overwhelmingly in
the governor's plan of settlement,
$1,212, Juan Cprtinas, who were reported adjudicial
Lopez refused to answer ex- problems which, conct in the
ri' it
The
authorities
the
military
say
that direction. She made a trip to Whether this proposal would be
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department of .agriculture, $19,- vancing from .Torreon. Unless this
cept to call again for Corrello,
of
the
the
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individual,
ht"
of
Torreon will, be a
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New York and bought articles in con- nutted to the striking miners, as, it 001,332; foreign intercourse,
movement is intercepted Villa said
who was sent for. When the
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f.f trio naeminent
blow
to
the
as"
great
the
revolution,
templation of marriage. She made it was said, their representatives on the 042; posfoffice department, including he hoped to rally at leapt 7.W0 men
latter
arrived, however, and
jtion.""
key lo operations in four "
known to friends she had a love af-- committee had agreed, still was un- parcels post, $30t,95?,i17; military es-- j ?o attack the 5,000 federals said to city
shouted through the bulkhead he
i
tlisclo'-toil
A
call
il
states.' It is on the border of the state
fair with a man who"vwas of violent! decided at 2 o'clock, this afternoon. tablishment, $105,937,544; naval : es-- j be garrisoned in the capital.
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General
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last reports from Cliibmiliua
Indian af j
disposition and ungovernable temper. The governor's proposal, in effect, pro-j tablishment
posed that Lopez, fearing some
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instructed
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move
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at
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once
Dr. Craig was that character of man. jvided for a termination of toe strrke.-- va'.ra $1O,2';S,S0.i; pt
$109,150,- - j City, which has been under
for
scheme to trap stm, etreated
Senate's Wck M ' ipf
l
r.n o f "i ttkin pi s. s
There came a time just before Dr. waiving t lie (juesiiiyi of union rco?'-1- ' '1'1; public works,
,:H7,.:,i2; mrscel-jlwweeks, were that the" cathedral citj rf
back into the mine, or himself
w
senate bejrnn the
The
f ion
f
Toneon.
Knabe's death when circumstances4' nition, granting practicaii" ait the hineous, $ t.3Ja.2.l.; WKiMneiit annu-- ; there hadHieen eom-erteinto a fort
'h was resorting to some strategy,i s nrht (
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'
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bi i istwork
si
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indicated that she discovered Dr. miners' other demands and nrcvldinu ial appropriatums.fi.
i
, inn
for the gases being forced intc;
out Debate cate II n 1,
Consul Denies Reoort
I )t
Crais's determination to break his; a
v'i t t
If
en'forcemeiit of (h state min-- ' For the preservats ( r,:'l .iwupltition litull on il
the mine have not yet fjathered
I c
t
i ; j iv aln-fd, iJi'imis-hio' or
tn n
..
apparent engagement to marry ber.iiu-- laws.
! tn Biifficient
veH8
n( 1
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quantity, to. over-- '
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He began "associating with ""anotuer 1 The
eruor and st crctarv dwiued authoruteis tiy- - navj utlliartmeui, ip,- come him if he keeps close to
Ul il 1
u J ,
Mm t v
s
adortwoman, and this impressed T)r. Kuabe upon the withdrawal of the arbitra- - ii0.0o0; for the hulls and machinery nroaches. and
the
the ground.
Oli.J LO .L. i Lu v.
was
eral
'a refugee in
Commander,
'
torof
walls
many houses.
A break for liberty was looked
j(bat he intended to marry the other tiou proposal until the matter of a of the two battleships and eight
i discussion ove
the
consul's
home
Juarez.
in
Advices say that the federal guV ern-o- r
woman.
referendum vote had been settled.
pedo boat destroyers which Secretary
for at any minute.
j
Currency Program Delayed
T
have
seen
not
since
Castro
the
has eommandered all provisions in
"Circumstances will point unmiatak-- '
VNTietlier the southern Colorado strik- - Daniels has been ordered to build in
The program of the senate demo
before the fight, more than two
day
the
Dr.
,'
to
These
ao
Kuabe
fiscal
are
affection
for
city.
the
$7,800,000;
year
crs' conference committee and union
ably
Craig's
,
being issued
'
weeks ago," said Webber. "Nor do crata on the currency bill was not at,
once enforced and the republicans
liinghain, Utah, Dec. 1. Smudges! at' a time before her death. We will officials would decide to submit the or armor and armament ' of vessels civilians.
I
know where he Is" hiding." ,
show that .be even peeped into her proposals- made by Governor Amnions ftuthoriaed. $10,091,000.
.,
we're lit early today in the Utah-Ape- x
j
were given until tomorrow to corfer,.
Castro
Villa
the
departed
morning
NO New Developments
mliie where Ralph Lopez, desperado, windows in the niht tune. W e will tor the settlement of the Colorado coal
an announcement by Senator
following
at
the
Juarez
federal forces
surprised
Washington, Dec. 1. Presllent Wilis making his last stand. With all show that Dr. Knabe's life was hope- - strike to a referendum vote had not
town.the
Since then there Gallinger that there was no disposi-- .
took
and
son told callers today that the Mexiexits to the mine except that of the ful and cheerful, that she was in love 'been decided at noon today. 'At least
CONSPIRACY IS CLAIMED
have been several reports as to his tion to obstruct progress of the bill.
can factions seemed to be running in
mam!es-!nno
and
.world
her
with
gave
WOrd
sealed
and
barricaded
received
tunnel
the
at
been
had
Andy
Congress today settled down to
whereabouts. One was that he had
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 1. A conspir- a
very interesting way at present and been seen in Los
of despondency, thus preciud Urnor's office indicating what the
with mud, and with poisonous gases
stage of what promises to be
Another
acy which found its support in perAngeles.
that no development was contemplateminers' next move would be.
continuous session in its
the
imlongest
him
floating backi Into the dephs of the ing any suicide theory. On .he
was
had
that
Villa
jured testimony, put former Police d1 so
far as the United States was report
s
The governor's proposal, submitted Lieutenant Charles Becker in the Sing
working's, it was expected that thejef the murder, Dr. Cray was
in a house in Juarez and history. The regular December ses
prisoned
concerned. H's visitors belieel be
sion, following without a break on th&
had threatened to execute him.
fugitive would make a break for lib- near the premises within a littlest the conclusion of last week's
Sing death house for the murder of held in
mini the increasing number
murder
before
occurred.
the
ference
the
and later accepted by
heels of the long extra session that
Heraman Rosenthal, attorneys for the
erty today.
of' constitutional victoiies and th"
"Dr. Craig has indulged in a system operators' committee, provided for the convicted man
A lasge amount of dynamite is storrun sice April 7, brought tirei
has
in
the
argued today
Guaymas is Tottering
ed in the mine, and knowing Lopez of making engagements with women termination of the strike on a basis court of appeals. Justice Goff, who rapidly diminishing zone of control of
Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 1. Reports cir-- lawmakers today a new host of probHuerta government.
'
could easily blow out one of the bulk and breaking them. . He wronged aiwaiving recognition of the union and denied Becked a new trial, and Dis- the
eclated hero ?..ni at Xogales that. the lems and the possibility of steady
Willam
.
.
.
Bayard Hale, who talked
to
retiised
school
and
marry granting practically aii oilier demands trict Attorney Whitman, who prose-cuategirl
heads, the seven sheriffs early today high
at uuaymas nau sur- work for many months. There waa
with
General Carranza and the con- teaerai garrison
with
an
same
the
did
He
her.
of
a
strict
at
thing
each
and
strikers
dozen
of
a
the
sevstationed
the case, were criticised
promising
deputies
rendered were generally discredited little formality about the ushering in
the 15 tunnel mouths with orders that other girl and afterwards compromis- enforcement of the state mining laws. erely. - Becker's counsel appealed from stitutionalist chiefs at Nogales, re- today. It was believed, however, that of the new congress at noon. Its aded with her."
The suggestion that the governor's the order denying their motion for a turned here today and will see the the disaffection of the troops under vent was signalized by the fall of the
they shoot him on sight.
late today or tomorrow.
Dr.
Describing the wound in
The: 10,000 Inhabitants of this canyonpjan be submitted to the men on new trial, and asked for" a reversal president
General Ojeda and the constitution- gavel in each house, with, the
Officially
nothing was known at alist
charac
said
the
Knabe's
Inman
of the presiding officer
-walled
neck,
strike was made by Secretary of La of judgment.1
mining town, deep ,, In
preparations to renew tbe attack
the White House concerning Querido
reasons why the judgTwenty-fiv- e
fall of the Sonora that the second session of the Sixty-thi- rd
depths of snow, were waiting in tense ter of it indicated that the man who bor W. B. Wilson at the closing sesthe
early
presaged
Mexican minister to Vera
excitement for the denouement of the made it was a surgeon and knew how sion of last Tuesday's conference. ment of the lower court should be ar- Moheno, the
congress had begun.
seaport.
Cruz.
avoid
knife
to
to
run
the
arteries
the
six
cost
When the senate met democratic-leaderminers'
committee
has
man hunt that already
were in operation to
wires
Railroad
Subsequently the
rested were given by Attorney Joseph
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported toand cut the veins, so death would fol- refused to accept the plan, without A. Shay.
had agreed that the currency
lives.
but officials at this end said
he had received further assur- Guaymas,
'the
blood.
day
of
low
without
sputring
the
A more dramatic setting for
to indicate an subject would not be taken tip before
its having been submitted to a referheard
had
nothing
they
ances 'from the constitutionalist genendum vote.
intention on tbe part of the federals noon.
The military authorities have reending of the career of Lopez, who
eral, Aguilar, that none of his forces to
The extra session terminated in
shoots for the heart and makes every
surrender.
Awaiting decision on this point, the ceived information that Sam, alias would
Interfere with the oil wells
MUST PAH A
with' the introduction of a few
bullet count, could hardly be found
operators last night sent a letter to Nick, Carter, for whose arrest and around
Tampico and Tuxpam.
anmine
The
is
resolutions and an executive
west.
and
bills
in
tlieir
the
has
in
the
the
Colorado
to
Chase
Cradock
return
governor,
General
Capital
anywhere
withholding
William Bayard Hale conferred with
located near the top o fa precipitous
COHPORATiON TAX swer to tbe proposal of Secretary offered a reward, has been located Secretary Bryan as a preliminary to Mexico City, Dec. 1. Rear Admiral session to confirm some of President
wall of the canyon and trom any of
Wilton that the parties to the contro- In Oklahoma. Carter is a mine union
Sir Christopher Cradock, command- Wilson's nominations.
his conference with Presidon' Y i'son.
Ten postmasters, all at small points
Its 15 tunnel mouths one could throw
er of the British cruisers now in Mexversy submit the questions involved leader wanted by the military authorfedwere
the
a stone that would descend for nearly SUPREME COURT MAKES RULING to a board of arbitration and that ities on charges contained In the
in
the only ones confirmed and the '
arrived
who
ican waters,
Attack
Monterey
Expects
the
a thousand feet before it struck
THAT AFFECTS MILLIONS
A. B. McGary, the
eral capital last Monday, expects to senate recessed until 11:50 o'clock.
confession.
pending such arbitration the miners
Laredo, Tex., Dec. 1. Reports re- return
bottom.
return to work, inquiries at United mine union organizer, Is still missing.
Here and there a miner's
to Vera Cruz tomorrow. He
OF DOLLLARS
ceived here today stated that rebels
Mine Workers headquarters here this
x;abin clings to the cliff and from one
would probably be unable to
The striking miners in the tent
MR. FRENCH DIVORCED
said
ha
were mobilized at Candela, near Monof these a widowsa t watching today
meet President Huerta becauso of the
Dec. 1. A divorce w,i
Washington, Dec. l! Mining cor- morning failed to locate Vice Presi- colonies of the district are said to be
Ixindon,
an attack on llonterey.
for the avenging of her husband's porations must pay the corporation dent Frank .!. Hayes, and ho one else;excited over the r6port that men, in terey, for
of his stay. The admiral was granted today to Mrs. Ida M. French,
brevity
The 'revolutionists, it was said, have
death.
tar- would venture a prediction as to what large numbers, are being brought In
tax imposed by the Payne-Aldricthe guest today of Sir Lionel Carden, daughter of Robert J. Wynne of Y"a.-JUai before noon the mouth of the iff act, according to the decision to- action the union officials would take. in wAi-i- , In ina mtnpft nnrl pvtrn. nre- - not molested the railroads and are the British minister.
ington, D. C, former American conevery
Andy turmel was stopped with a bulk- day by the supreme court.
sul general in Ixmdon and
have been taken by the ml-,- " giving
leave the city. Color is
...
,,', uiu- - tunity-thead and the fumes of a sulphur
EiG EXPRESS STRIKE
liiia. tuueers to uivfut Tiussiint?
Hearings Are Begun
seneral, on the grounds of infiEight or ten million dollars have
given to the report of preparation for
into the mine been paid to the government by sac h
Deo.
smudge directed
l.Disor
Trinidad, Col., Pc. 1 A court mar-- j breaks
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
delity and cruelty on the part of her
attack by the rumor that Monte- - ders resulted
j an
through an Opening, Bulkheads were corporations, under protest, and 500 tial and a military commission sat
strike
the
Ronald
from
Grand Jury Sits
today
Captain
Hugh
bnsband,
arin-tttV,!.-T.lf, - of
uafiia knua iucoicu lilt? ,xi,uplaced in the father mine mouths yes- suits and claims were started to r simultaneously today In the southern
For the first time in eight years
tean'sters and chauffeurs, which French, now ot the Fourth battalion
wuuln started last midnight. 'Many wagons of the Yorkshire regiment, ana
terday, and at toon smudges of vari- cover the money." The case came to Colorado strike zone. The martial a rrmntv ronH turv convened here lu " "
ous compositions', were sending their the court through Stratton's Indepen- court convened for the trial of the today in response to a call Issued ' 'ported six hundred thousand dollars
on the street but Organizer T. j merly of the Seventh dragoon puavdK,
in gold- - had been withdrawn last Sat
poisonous fumes tack into every tun- dence, Limited, of Colorado, which cases of several soldiers charged with recently by District Judge A. W.
J. Fan-elof the union said all would The name oC Marie Celeste Bmich. '
have
depoRefugees
already
urday.
nel. If Lopea did niot attempt to break successfully contended that proceeds violation of military regulations, and
dito
be stopped by night. The police Canadian chorus girl, was niw.or
The jury is expected
out, it was planned to continue the from ores mined by, a corporation the military commission resumed its rect its investigations chiefly tx dis- sited? $200,000 in gold in Laredo made several arrests aud used the'.rj
smudging for two 4ays.
clubs freely in keeping the crowds
from its own premises was not "in- investigation of cases growing out of turbances and alleged crimes growing banlri.
learned definitely today that
The exits of the mine are at differ- come," within the meaning of the the present coal strilte.
from the coal strike.
moving in the downtown section.
hngton. Dec. 1. Out r:n
had
ent levels, and although there Is no corporation tax law, hut a conversion
Robert Ulich, district urganizer and
Four girl garment workers were ftR 11 COPT
In instructing tho rand jury Judge the bank of London and Mexico
record, it is estimated the tunnels, of capital into money.
president of the local branch of the McIIendrie recommended that inves- closed its Monterey branch and that among those arrested. The girls, with todav when tho
inclines and blind stopes criS3 cross for
The court also held that the cor- miners' union, was the first witness tigation, of charges of. law violation the Banco Mercantil also has arrang- several companions, surrounded a that ?
all deposits.
The
a total distance of 30 miles.
r hoi
laundry wagon and prevented it from
P1 '
porations were not entitled to deduct called before the military commission growing out of .the coal strike be de- ed to withdraw
"Executed" Men Still Live
seven sheriffs in charge luave over a the value of ore before it was mined today. Ulich has been held at the city ferred until the m'ditnry commission
w
moving until the 'police arrived. All boo' B to tl
Evidence that the federal command the men locked up are being bold un- he at less than f
hundred deputy sheriffs under them. as "depreciation." Chief Justice White jail since November 25, pending an has completed its labors in order
not
Practically all of these have bren in and Justices McKenna and Holntes Investigation of his knowledge con- that the two inquisitorial boards may of General Ritbio Navftrreto-wap
der $1,00(1 bend, whieh ha? been pet HI I vl rr
VW- of
21.
'the
since
after
November
annihilated
of
disturbances.
on
strike
vapatre
Lopez
the latter point
dissented
cerning
for all strike arrests.
pursuit
without conflicting. .""
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their business or pleasure in Paras or
information. In completing the m
elsewhere in France.
atore In Pittsburgh, covering feo
It is supposed' by law that foreignentire blocb and with. 700,000 square
ers living jfor any length of time in
feet of floor space, tha firm, of S. W.
Paris get on the police records; but
Straus and Company of Chicago were
GOLD
the number Qf Americans thus rethe underwriters of an issue of $1,500,-corded has never reached anywhere
DOO worth of bonds, in doing which
near 10,000. With all the elusive girl
an audit disclosed profits of merchanand boy art students who never sign
acFor the last four years,
dising.
a
responsible lease or paper which
Kaufmann
cording to the audit, the
would put the police on their track,
earnincorporated,
stores,
department
cannot be at ordinary times
FOREST SERVICE INCREASES ITS ed on an average $781,087.88 a year. THAT COUNTRY IS RICHER BY there
more than 15,000 Americans regularly
$500,000,000 ANNUALLY BY
AREA THAT MAY BE FENCED
Like some of the Chicago establishTHEIR COMING
staying In PariB. Their expenditure
FOR GRAZING PURPOSES
ments, its beginnings about the time
varies from the few, very few, who
but
were
email,
of the Chicago fire
live at the rate of $100,000 a year, to
1.
Deo.
assem
A
Paris,
general
i The sequel to the magio of the idustrlal growth of
rrhiomro r
the fairly many who dree out an exwhich
in
held
been
Paris
has
Just
bly
of
Chicago'
the loss last winter
the city has since expanded it to waa
in "American Latin quarters"
istence
Interand
French,
yet very
very
the Rose Sim a $10,000,000 concern.
4'Ohriatma.B shin."
on less than $1,000. Give 5,000 Amerwas
to
aimed
Americans.
It
esting
"lain
inthe Michigan
mons, la a drama
partly, largely, at qut ejae and con- icans to the rest of France the Ri
forest, wheer the captain's widow is
Warnings that individual thrift venience; and it goes to prove that viera and other resorts. Then, for
finishing a "cut" of Christmas trees must be stimulated and the prodigal we are. indeed a world
power and such residence alone 20,000 for a
nil green. While the widow at the spirit that prevails must be minimizhistorical
"colossal,"
coquetry, year you have half the estimated
By
a ed, which weer embodied In the promu of a gang of men prepares
name
of states-gener- sum of $50,000,000 of money taken In
took
the
the
assembly,
cargo of epruoes, the daughter la Chi- clamations of Thanksgiving by the
news- America and paid out in France for
tourism.
The
Matin
of
cago prepares to market them. Iie governors of many states this year in
which organized it, had con- resident Americans' eating and drink
paper,
latter received a letter in which the
with the American So-tvened all the classes of French society ing and dressing and going about and
mother said: "Snow hangs deep on
for Thrift have been sent to the Interested In the subject and this amusing themselves.
all the trees, and It 1b bo cold that society's headquarters
in Chicago. turns out to be the whole French naThey get their money's worth, and,
ometimea we have to stop work. But Governor Hatfield of West Virginia, tion. The
session, was honor- in the long run, their country does
closing
iv e have cut thousands of trees and Governor Haines of Idaho, and others
ed by the president of the republic, also if only from their absence. But
are loading them aboard ship as fast dwelt upon the thrift Idea. Governor with the
prime minister and the pres let no one think this an expenditure
as we can." With her little band of Hatfield's proclamation, immediately ident of the chamber of
of absentees. TSX superstition may
deuptiea.
Norkmen Mrs. Scheunemann is car-V- - after the introduction, said: "In the
have been founded years ago when
the
Americans
idea
of
Have
any
ou the work started by her hus- - nation we have religion that it with foreign gold poured into a vast coun- good Americans went to Paris when
FZL'uI It is in the Big Bear river re- out a
prelate, a government without try like France, which makes itself at- they died to their own country and
gion of; Michigan, where the snow lies a king, and our motto should be com- tractive to traveling foreigners? For entered the exclusive "colony." Amer
heavily on the ground and the winds fort, not extravagance,
acquiring it is the foreign tourist who is mainly icans of this generation who stay in
bite with cold. There she has worked knowledge that will guarantee to each attracted. Native Frenchmen travel France are very much alive, for the
for seven weeks cutting down thou- and every .one independence based more and more in their own country, most part, In the interest of their
sands of Christmas trees to load upon increasing the earning and the and profit by all the new facilities home across seas but that is a story
aboard a vessel, juBt as her husband best possible means of conserving that and comforts; but economically they for another time.
The remaining $50,000,000
did, for many years.
(and
which affords each and every one are not the important tourists. they
more prosperity and greater thrift In are, like the Sicily islanders, earning more likely $70,000,000), is spent in
The baths of Rome in the dissolute the homes
which
make greater their living by taking in each other's France by American trippers to EuThat which brings money, rope. Of course, it does not all go
days of Nero have been outdone in achievements for the boys and girls washing.
"Chicago, but In quite a new and mod- of these homes and add to our nation's a vast deal of money, is the stream dn post cards but, counting postage,
this single item of their travel must
ern form, for the natatorium of the wealth." Governor Haines of Idaho of foreign travel.
The money is that which foreign count for at least. $500,000. The $100
Illinois Athletic club is designed for said: "But in addition to thanking God
swimmers and swimming. The tro- for our great material progress and travelers tourists passing a few in clothes which each one thinks he
phies, both national and internation- for the blessings of forest, field and days in France, or a few weeks, a (or principally she) may get safely
the customs on returning,
al, won by the club during the last mine, we should seek divine guidance season, or a year spend In the coun- through
And
counts for at least $10,000,000.
to
natatohas
do
with
Itself.
It
build
the
to
nothing
try
it
year, spurred
in the proper use of that which comes
and'
and
the
lodging
drinking
eating
American
or other foreign purchases
rium which it claims Is the most into our hands. We should pray to
amusements of the
luiurious in! the world. A big meet be delivered from that spirit of ex- of French goods to be shipped, those and traveling and
statis- trip will make up the rest without
customs
which
the
in
appear
4
the
be
will
December
beginning
travagance which affects not only our tics.
It escapes all exact statistics, counting travel souvenirs. Americans
"opening" event. If Neptune had any Individual but also our collective acbecause
it passes from the foreign abroad often deride foreigners for
was
or
it
Rome
iu
Pompeii
thing finer
tions, and which yearly adds to the hand to the French hand
directly in paying attention to a single cent in
pot equaled as a swimmer's paradise. cost of living. In its place we should
of
the
intercourse
with spending, now a cent a day is a
travelers
daily
There in a large, deep pool Into, which seek to have inculcated that spirit of
pair of shoes a year and the little
the
of
the
country.,
people
a thrice-filtere-d
flows conuuuoublyi
thrift which characterized our fore
Now the yearly amount of foreign rills of tourist expenditure make up
stream of waier, with a lobby design bears, and upon which the permanent
money thus spent by foreign travel- the flood of foreign money that pours
ed in Rockwood, tilt and bronze, and prosperity of the individual and of
ers during their actual stay in France into France year in and year out.
with equipment designed to meet ev- the Btate must ever rest." Governor
These states-generof tourism
is, according to the very conservative
ery possible need. The plan, equip- Hunt of ArizOna in his proclamation estimate of this
were held to organize progress in all
$500,000,000
assembly,
ment, li.ating and decorative design Baid:
"It is fitting, therefore, that
half an American billion of dollars. that makes France attractive to such
of the lUpartmeut are the expression Arizona's citizens should feel grateful Edmondi
Thery, who passes his life in tripping tourists, Americans among
of idea a suggested by a committee of to the 'Giver of all good and perfect financial
statistics, estimates the others if not chiefly. Our chief commembers which visited most of the things' for the prosperity and peace amount at nearer $600,000,000.
Of petitors in France tor such pleasure
famouB clubs of the east Distinguish that have been accorded the common- this
sum, which is Bait as much tours are first and foremost the Enggreat
ing features of this modern bath
wealth in which they live audi labor. as alii the money received by France lish of BritlsStifcather than colonials
ax. - autonjatiq system of heat Nor .should the harvest season
who gfceatlyw nccipu juw Iff the numye re- for h&r products shipaed to other
tiling; garded only as a period when Aanks countrcl,
h
control, l.poriftd
is (credited1 to ber of residents. For the latter, a litapecial his& capacity wttter jfilters, a are tendered for blessings 'prevWsly Americans, that le, to North Ameri- tle income goes further in France,
small j.luiige for special bathers and conferred, but should rather , be, also, cans of our United States. For South where expensive social obligations
subdued lighting; arrangements.
a time for entering upon a new re- Americans' dn the1 past ten years have are so unattenuatecL And then Brighsolve to so manifest our gratitude for been pouring their new riches into ton is not so much nearer London
No radical change In woman's dress material advantages divinely bestowed Paris and fashionable French resorts than Boulogne on the other side of
next spiiu. here la vjrosy bulletin as to exemplify the principle of thrift more profusely even than ourselves. the Channel.
This is one of the profitable imfor fainil. men and housewives, from so worthily extolled aa a human vir In any case, we Americans of the
the association of cloak, suit, skirt tue in the familiar adage, 'Saving goes United States of North America spend pressions which most strike Ameriand dress rianufacturers which has before security, happiness and good annually during our touring and trav- cans new to trips across the Atlantic
bow ridiculously near everything is
headquarters m Chicago. The slit citizenship.' "
eling in France' more than $100,000,-000- .
in
Europe! As to the British tripper,
furthbe
slit
skirts are unt going lo
t
swarms in Paris every bank holihe
is
How
divided
er nor differently; there will ba a surthis
up?
Suppose
Art has been commercialized in the
a neighr
prising similarity iu the Si.vles of 1914 United States to such a degree that that in the entire course of the year day that is lengthened by
also
tourism
British
Sunday.
boring
Americans
100,000
to those of 1913, according to the
pass through
the worst statues in the world, an ac
for
seems
organized
completely
very
The
steamship statistics
style committee. As tens cusing critic says, are to be found iri, France.
coover
the
all
ease
and
cheapness"
cannot
and
be
show
there
many more;
of millions of dollars are involved in Chicago. Just what statues Dudley
it occurs to no Englishwomen's clothing made in accordance Crafts Watson of the art institute had the hotel and boardinghouse capacity ntinentand
his
man
that
country is losing the
esextreme
this
the
of Paris makes
tvitl style committee's in&rirwrtton, the in
mind, in his accusation has not
which the king's subjects
money
should
This
timate.
probably
figure
statement has weight. Here is the been disclosed, but immediately there
abroad in brushing off their
committee's report: "The styles pro- were staunch defenders of the Lincoln nomprise also the immensely exagger- spend
corners. The time Is past when the
resident
of
number
ated
Americans,
per for the spring of 1914 will show monument in Lincoln parte and of the
sturdiest Britisher Judged Francs
a larger waist, skirts narrow at the Logan statue on the lake front. The those who pass more than a year for
from her people calling water "lo!"
feet, draped or enlarged hips from new "Spirit of the Great Lakes," by
There would be yet another story
the use of flounces, with the armscye Lorado Taft, waa excepted specifical- Bells
internationalism
in the wholesome
largely eliminated by the use of the ly by the critic, who said: "We are
this
from
friendly
acquaint
IsiMiairiiiUwif resuting
to.
kimono and raglan Bleeve. The sleeves begining to take down these worst
ance which the civilized nations are
or statues in the world and' replace
will be narrow and three-quartIn
thus1 making with each other.
full length. There will be bolero, them.. When an artist produces a No Time Should be Lost in these last years q Entente Cordial,
blouse and peasant effects in the work it is only half done, the other
hundreds of London school children,
Purifying Your Blood.
waist with no change in the waistline half depends on the people. We must
trade
English' Boy Scouts, British
or in the Mousing of waists. Crepe train ourselves to an appreciation of
union workmen pass through Paris in
effects will be strong favorites and the beautiful. We must take the ugly
squads intelligently - conducted and
the silks which, include a strong re things out of our homes. If we did
officially welcomed Wherever they go
vival of plain and printed taffetas In not foolishly deny our children the
in France. In Louis the Fourteenth's
time it was thought sufficient to marchiffon ouUies. This is somewhat most beautiful thing in art, the nude
of a surpris e, but the revival of chin human body, we would not find them
ry a French prince to the heiress of
the Spanish crown to proclaim, "There
chillas this winter, when practically after a few years going to the back
are no more Pyrenees." All this
every nianuiacturer ofifabrics as well door of saloons to see corruptions of
touring is doing more to bridge the
as designer of clothing thought they this sort. Art in this country has
Channel and open Jhe pyrene&a
ewre dead, snows how unexpectedly meant, up to this time, a place where
1
add
that
young Spain than any treaties, could
might
wiil
we
fashion
jump.
hung pictures which we would not j'
do.
skirts will be long."
admit to our homes. It has meant! At the flrat
appearance of plmplea and
is. not quite the same for the
uiuBHums wnere piaster
casts were bolia the1' blood should be given a good , It
stores of Chicago kept, and where we went to be bored searching Internal bath with S. 8. S. the Rhine frontier and yet, even here,
The
greatest blood purifier known to man.
of which we
are much perturbed by the latest in- to extinction rather than elevated.
This remarkable remedy has the nwiii.nr something is going on
New-ricof soaking through the Intestines have not yet seen the end
novation
in departments
reported All this is clianging. In the pasT year action
few minutes
,
dirwtly tnto the blood, la
1onrt hard, in
!u
"
from Pittsburgh, the addition of a the American people have begun to Its lufluenw in ut w.rk in e?ery artery,
jwe"
vein unci tiny capillary.
KTery
tourism as well as trade. Already, In
banquet room t.cd an auditorium In build eight of the finest art museums every organ of the body, every membrane,
..
emunctory
the midst Of th Kaufmann depart- in the world. We are beginning to be becomes in effect a tiller to strain the tne Mediterranean winter resorts,
outnumber
The stimulating prop- - these German tourists
blood of impurities.
a
covers
in
block
whi.H
ment stores
recognized in Eurppe as a nation to erties of S. B. S. compel the ekiu, liver,
them tnts
t
found
ment stores which cover a block in be reckoned with in art For the past bowels, kidneys, bladder, to oil work to Americans; and
one end of casting out every irri- - summer prospecting far afield in 1U-the
oritioularly the banquet room are so
mom
three years Americans have won the tatlng. every
of
and Biarritz,
it dislodges by Irrigation
alt! cnon ol me Heneea
poison;
ginal in conception that it is felt they grand old medal of the Paris salon, accumulations
in the joints, causes acid They have not the American reputa- rmu t, be followed, but at the Chicago a
thing hitherto unheard of.''
i tion
y
ZTtlZ
they,Bajn:
vaHiation of department Store space
ble heavily at Monte C rlo
tions in the skin that cause bo!i
and
it will mean a great deal In merchanwhich
! and drink
firm everywhere-- all
Gas in the stomach comes from food oth:rkh,",e"rP"I,;ns;M.
dising (o provide this new allurement
German
Is
good!
means
of
welcome
to
the
the
stomach.
weakest
In
a
which has fermented:. Get rid of this
spending
tor patrons. A a novel means for
brief time 8. S. 8. has the recongold dn France. It remains to be Been
badly digested food as quickly as pos- very
woir.cn to theheart of their sible if you would avoid a bilious at- structive process so nnder control that all
whether all their pleasure taking tn
eruptive places heal.
esti '.licliinents to lectures, club gath- tack; HERBIN'EJ la the remedy you
You can get 8. 8. 8. at any dnw store. France
will lead to their newspapers
the Beware of any effort to sell yon something
erings snd entertainments the innova- need. It cleanses and strengthens
lesa of conquering new
speaking
re- claimed to be "Just aa good." If yours i
and
liver
and
bowels,
stomrh,
tion h;fs sturtHntc possibilities and all store energy and cheerfulness. Price a peculiar case and yon desire expert
when all the pleasFrench
provinces
write to the Swift Specific Co., 212
i.f tin managers are seeking further 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ure must vanish.
Uldg., Atlanta, Go.
m-iTi'i-
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ROBE BLANKETS AND BATH
ROBES

TOME

1701

We are showing a beautiful line of attractive Robe Blankets in an
excellent variety of patterns and colors. These blankets are full size and
weight and each has a neck and girdle cord to match. Priced at

33.00 to $4.50
We

have a large and complete line of

FANCY BATH ROBES

.

for women, misses and children. These come in Flanelette and Eiderdown in attractive patterns and all desirable colors are well made,
neatly trimmed and of fast colors.
They combine service and comfort to a m ximum degree. Prices

y

$1.50 to $9.50
I
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Next in order of money spending
travelers in France must come South
Americans, at least If taken with
Spaniards, who all but dominate in
the fashionable season, of Biarritz.
South Americans, like ourselves, are
cheerfuj spenders, and, in their turn,
they are impressing the pleasure life
of Paris. After them in. number and
total amount of spending, but first
in display, are Russians, who do not
need to be grand dukes to love France.
And then, variously impressive, come
Greeks and Balkan notables and Oris
entals all the way to dethroned
of Africa.
Jf you sit long enough at certain
corners of Paris, you may see every
mortal man and woman whose name
has been prominently mentioned' In
newspapers from Patagonia to Greenland and Madagascar to Siberia. No
wonder the French, both government
and people, have awakened to the im
mon-arch-

portance of this., human flood tide vention of the Billposters and Birlere
bearing money with It
of America began its sessions In this
city today, wi(-b- , an attendance of dele,
Deep in the Veins of Earth and, fed gates from many of the leading cities
nf the United States and
by a thousand springs
Canada.
That comfort the market place or sap Plans to combat
legislation inimical
the power of kings.
lo the interests of the billposters al
The Fifth Great River had birth, even ready
passed or being agitated in
as it was foretold,
numerous states and eftiee, will oc
The Secret River of Gold.
cupy much of the time of the conven
tion. The sessions will continue
Fits His Case Exactly
through the greater jiart of the week.
"When, father was sick about six
years ago he read an advertisement
Guarding Againsts Croup
of Chamberlain's Tablets in the paThe best
against croup is
pers that fit his case exactly," writes a bottle ofsafeguard
Foley's1 Honey and Tar
Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft. Smith,
in the hoese. p. H. Ginn,
Ark. "He purchased' a box of them Compound
Middleton,
Ga., writes: "My children
and he has not been sick since. My are
susceptible to croup,' easily
sister had stomach trouble and was catchvery
I
cold.
them Foley's
also benefited by them." For sale by Honey and Tar give
Compound and in
all dealers. Adv.
every instance they get prompt' relief
and are soon cured. We keep it at
home and prevent croup." O. G.
BILL POSTERS MEET
Schaefer, Red Cross Irug Store.
1.
con
The annual
Chicago, Dec.
Adv.
;
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Splendid Stock of Nice Fresh
SUITS and OVERCOATS
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GENTS FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
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J

This stock was purchased at a remarkably low figure and will be sold at
a price that seems like giving it away.
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"ROSE

of the Grand greeted "The Rose Maid''

Wednesday evening, and the audience
after enjoying a really, clever musical
performance, hummed thAlauning refrain of "Roses Bloom for Lovers" as
it left the theater.
"The Rose Maid" varies from a
large number of its predecessors in
that the show does not consist merely of a handsome tenor, a prima donna, a beauty chorus and a few male
NEWSPAPERS HIGHLY stage hands in white trousers who fill
KANSAS
in the picture.
COMMEND THE CLEVER
There were at leant six cleverly
COMIC OPERA
played male parts and the men could
"The Rose Maid," the clever comic really sing. Howard W. Marsh, the
Duke of Barchester, had a pleasing
opera which will be presented at the
tenor voice, sweet aftd with power,
Duncan opera house Thursday night,
Ben Macrombe, who took the part of
baa scored a hit whereever it has
Bertie, captivated the audience with
played. The company is working
comwestward. It has been highly success- - his singing and dancing, and the
of
Edwin
A.
work
Dennis,
Clark,
edy
"
.1 and Lew Lederer, Schmuke, was the
t
cleverest seen here in years.
Although few in the audience knew
it, a new prima donna, Miss Grace
Kennicot sang the titjer role, last
evening. She was truely "sweet as a
rose" and her demure appearance won
her audieneo completely. Miss Kennl-cot- t
has been with the company but
a few days. She has been associated
with such stars as Jlmmle Powers
and Sam Bernard.
The chorus was above the average
in appearance, the costuming and sce
nic effects were satisfactory aatf the
orchestra, augmented by local talent,
added greatly to the presentation of
the operetta.

MAID" IS

JOCKEY HAS

ALEXANDRA 70 YEARS
London, Dec. 1. Queen Alexandra

QUEEN

entered upon her seventieth year to
day. The occasion was marked by an
unusually large gathering of the roy
al family.
The customary salutes
were fired and there was a lavish
display of flags throughout the king
BEATRICE BALFOUR,
"
dom. Her majesty's
In "The Rose Maid"
popularity with the general public
?s further attested by the receipt of
ful ia Kansas, both in drawing crowds
messages from all
and entertaining them. At Winfield -- rrtB- utatory
of the world.
and Hutchinson the play was highly
commended by the press. The
''..iixl
rass. 5 cents
Courier says:
The largest aurtie.ici in the hi'ttry
inn, Offlft
I

never-waning-
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LAFGE ET ALE FOR
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Dec 1. A London dis
patch says that the close of the Eng-

Topeka, Kan., Dec. 1. Hereafter
only men with a technical
college
education will be placed in the engineering service of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, according
to an announcement from the general
offices of the road in Topeka. The
new rule will affect all new employes
of the engineering departments.
It
will affect also the younger employes
of the department who have been hired by the company and who are not
equipped with a college training.
It is argued by the general officers
ia Topeka, in supporting the rule, that
the railroads of this country, and especially in the west, are confronted
with morfe difficult problems of engineering worki each year. The problem's of 'construction have a great
bearing on matters of safety to the
traveling public. In support of this
theory it is stated that men with
technical training must be brought
into railway service not men who
find it necessary to learn their engi
neering work through experience.
The new rule will apply to all surveyors, draughtsmen and down to the
lowest position iu the departments,
with the exception of stenographers,
clerks and others who arq Htt in direct touch with the physical details
of the work. Hereafter the rodman,
the chalnman and the transltman
must show a certificate of his train-

Despite the fact that November is
generally a poor month for tourist
travel in automobiles, the past 30 days
made an unusualy large record. Dur
ing the month nearly 50 cars passed
through this city, over 150 people accompanying them. This record is
considered unusual by
the garage
men, but is probably due to the good
weather all over the southwest
Most of the tourists, as was the
case during the month of October,
were traveling to California or Art
zona. About five per cent of the trav
el was eastbound. There were a va
riety of automobiles on the road last
month.
A racer, considered one of
the fastest cars, passed through on
its way from Providence, R. I., to
San Diego. Several of the latest mod
els of machines and sefiSP of the oldest also were in evidence. A number
of motorcycles also passed through,
bound both east and west.
During the time when the Lubin
New Mexico Motion Picture company
was staging its big picture several
tourists stopped over for several days
to witness the war scenes and thoroughly enjoyed their visit. As a direct result of this visit one tourist
has decided to make Las Vegas his
home within the next lew months,
the delightful fall weather fascinating
him and his family to the extent that
they were enthusiastic concerning Las

ing.

Vegas.
A number of travelers

be-ca-

'

IF ST0IIACI1

IS BAD

DlAPEPSIN" IS QUICKEST, SUREST INDIGESTION
CURE KNOWN

"PAPE'S

You don't want
when your stomach

a

slow remedy
Is bad' or an

uncertain one or a harmful one
your stomach is too valuable; you
mustn't Injure it with drastic drugs.
Pape's Dlapepsin Is noted for its
speed" in giving relief; its harmlesa-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs. Its millions pt cures of indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis and other
stoiEXch trouble has made it famous
the" world over.
' Keep this
perfeci stomach doctor
in your home keep it handy get a
case from any drug
large fifty-cestore an J then if anyone should eat
something which doesn't agree with
them; if what they eat lays like lead,
ferments and sours and forms gas;
causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructations of acid and undigested, food remember as soon as
Pape's Diapepsln comes in contact
with the stomach all such distress
vanishes. Its promptness, certainty
and ease In overcoming the "worst
stomach disorders is a revelation to
tli one who try It. Adv.
nt

"

MISS OLIVE VAIL, STARRING IN "THE GI".L FROM MUMMS"

There has been a large advance
sale for the performance of "The Cirl
from Mumms" at the Duncan opera
house tomorrow night, and the show-goer- s
are looking toward to classy entertainment. The comic opera played
in Albuquerque Saturday night and
pleased a large audience.
"The Girl from Mumms" belongs to
the new form of musical comedy,
which is superior to the old musical
comedy or light opera, consequently
it contains both kinds cf musical entertainment and is the most preten
tious musical offering-othe season.
The book Is by J. A. Lacy, a young
author with
ideas,
who has written, a story that is pleas
-

f
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OVER
150
PEOPLE
PA8SED
THROUGH HERE IN MACHINES
LAST MONTH

lish flat racing season finds "Danny"
Maher, the American jockey, again
at the head of the llsj of winners
with a total If 115 firsts.
It'B a far cry from a discredited
jockey with only a few dollars and
besmirched' name to the greatest
rider of race horses In the world, and
a possessor of a, fortune of more than
(1,000,000, but this chasm of finance
and reputation has been bridged by
Maher within the space of about a
dozen years.
Maher is the son of a Hartford
(Conn.) saloon keeper and thirty-thre- e
years of age. He has been riding
nearly twenty years, and spent hall
that number of years abroad. He has
won the English Derby several times,
and also came in first in the Grand
Prix of Paris, one of the richest events on the French turf.
Maher was a wee bit of a lad' when
Mike Daly picked him up in Hartford
and made him an apprentice boy ia
bis stable. Some time afterward, A.
J. Joyner, who later became trainer
for Harry Payne Whitney, thought he
saw in Maher a great rider. He obtained papers on the lad and signed a
contract with the boy's father to
teach "Danny" how to ride. It was
under Joyner's tuitiofl that 'Maher
proficient as a rider. Soon he
became known as Tod Sloan's greatest Tival in Americ.
In 1899 Maher achieved success by
winning the Brooklyn Handicap on
Bannastar. He also rode the same
horse in the Suburban, and was left
at the post. Bannastar was behaving
so badly that Maher hit him over the
head, and was set down for a year.
It was this Incident chat decided Maher to go to England.
He crossed over to the other side
In 1900 and has been riding there
evei since. His success has been phenomenal.
While his total winnings
may not have exceeded those of Tod
Sloan he has displayed better sense
than the Indiana boy by taking care
of his money. It is believed his fortune today amounts to considerably
over $1,000,000. Much of this he has
made riding horses, more came from
handsome presents and the remainder,
it is claimed, has been, accumulated
by good financial investments.

TO RESUME HEARING
Boston, Dec. 1. The case of

the

United States against the United Shoe
ing to the eye, as well as to the ear. Machinery company for alleged violat
and keeps the audience in a happy tion of the Sherman
law
frame of mind from start to finish, will be reopened before the full bench
the narative being entertaining and of the United States court tomorrow,
the dialogue crisp and snappy. The unless a further postponement is
score Is by Fred A, Bohnhorst, a agreed upon by counsel. The case
young composer who has written was' suspended late in June and transmore real classy and . nifty popular ferred to a special examiner for the
musical hits for "The Girl from purpose of hearing testimony on patMumms" than have been heari
In ents. The hearings before the examany musical comedy or light opera In iner have occupied nearly all of the
summer and autumn, and it Is preyears.
Among the musical imagers scat- dicted that the hearings before the
tered like pearls along the faction of full bench will consume another two
the play are "Captivating CJeo," "The or three months. The case is one of
t
Girl of Mumms and Mine," 'The Road the most Important of the
to Philadelphia,," "There is a Rea- prosecutions begun during the last
son," "Teach Me" and others.
year of the Taft administration.
anti-trus-

anti-trus-

"Engineering is a science," one
cial explained today. "We want
entific men in the department."

fa-

EE

Denver, Colo., Not. 29, '13.

MEN WITHOUT TECHNICAL TRAIN
ING, TO BE DROPPED FROM
PAY ROLL

New York,

ASM

HEAVY

DANNY MAHER IS THE RICHEST
RIDER THAT THE TURF
HAS EVER KNOWN

FIVE MINUTE CURE
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ton wears them during the
Do as Miss Oamtlton o( the
"Rose Maid" Go. did. Or-dit from (he

second act.

JOHN M. CARSON,
Adr. Mgr. Rose Mali Co

er

Strass Bonnet She
LEADING BONNET SHOP

:

Duncan Opera Bosise, Thursday Dec. vll
The Beauty Opera of Fun and

"The Rose it4h

Fashion

Nearly Three Course !
"
Dellcioss '

"Maid"

sci-

60

Prettier than it's Shier
Opera
"The Spric'i KlftU"
Prices, $1, $1.50 & $2
Seats on Sale

AN EMPEROR

Vienna, Dec. 1. Tomorrow will be
the anniversary of Emperor Francis
Joseph's accession to the throne and
on that day he shall have rounded out
the sixty-fift- h
year of his reign. This
is a record of soveri'gnty unequalled
by that of any of his contemporaries;
One or two of the minor German po
tentates have reigned for periods
varying from 50 to 60 years, but
among the rulers of the principal
countries of Europe the only ones
who have occupied their thrones for
a quarter of a century or more are
the German emperor, Ferdinand1 of
Bulgaria and Charles of Roumania.
The Man Who Neglect Himself
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will disappear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder In a clean, strong and
healthy condition. O. Or. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
A. A. A. MEETING IN RICHMOND
Richmond, Va., Dec.
improve'ments will form the chief to-

pic of discussion at the twelfth
nual convention of the American Automobile association, which met in
session.
this city today for three-daThe association was formed in Chi
cago In 1902, and many of the foun
ders and former officers of the or
ganization are among those in attend
ance at the present meeting. At the
opening of the convention today the
visitors were welcomed by Governor
Mann of Virginia, Mayor Ainslie of
Richmond, and President Belvin of
the Virginia State Automobile asso
ciation.

Every
Garment Is
Sold
'

'

.

On account of the extreme warm weather
we hocvo more suits and coats left thskn. wo
can afford to carry over. And In .order to
clean up this entire stock we will cut prices
regardless of cost. There is no old stock
This being the first season we have carried
the Bishops suits and coats. Every garment
up to the minute.

INSPECT

COME

Suits

Coats
values
values
values
values
values
values
$15.00 values

$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.60
$20.00

$10.59

$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$18.50

$14.75
$9.95
$9.25
$8.25
$7.95
$12.75
$9.50

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
$2.25
$2.75
$5.00

125.00
$22,5

$20.00

,

-

$19.50

$16.50
$15.0

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

$25.00
$22.50
$20.00

$19.50
$16.50
$15.00
$13.25

an-

v
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How to Bankrupt the Doctors
A prominent New York physician
stocK-isays,'on"If It were not for the thin
thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors, would probably be
Danxrupv.
do not wait for It to develop into
pneumonia but treat it at once. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is intended
especially for coughs and colds, and
haa won a wide reputation by its
cures of these diseases. It is most
effectual and Is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
n

at

larphey'g Drag Store Monday

Satu day
Nov. 29 th.
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Begins

E

to

Maid" Co.
Please hare them in plenty of time for the mght
as Miss Hamil-

who passed
through during the month were ques
tioned as to the roads in the different counties and in almost every case
Cast and Beauty
Today the Santa Fe laid off a num- San Miguel was declared the banner
ber of men who have been working on cuonty for fast roads and for progres- Chores Beyoad Criticism
the surveying gang with headquarters siveness in the building and repairing
In Las Vegas. It was stated the men "of highways.
were released according to seniority,
2 Carloads of Scenery
the road not needing so large a force
Wheezing in the lungs indicates that
now as has been the case during the phlegm is obstructing the air passages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP
summer months. It was declared the loosens the
Company's Own
so that it can be
phlegm
two
men would be reinstated within
Price
and
25c,
up
coughed
ejected.
Orchestra
60c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by
or three months.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
California Woman Seriously Alarme
"A 6hort time ago I contracted a
sever cold which settled on my lungs
and caused me a great deal of annoyance. I would have bad coughing spells
onii mv lnnira wpr so sore and in
flamed I began to be seriously alarm
ed. A friend recommenaea unamoer-laim'- s
Cough Remedy, saying she had
used it for years. I bought a bottle
and it relieved my cough the first
Mght, and in a week I was rid of the
suits-coats-sui- t;
cold and soreness of my lungs," writes
Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
sals by all dealers. Adv.
SIXTY-FIV-

bare mad

Please

order tiifee cf your meet
beautiful hats, oce to be
worn with a black gown,
one with a white and oae
with a pick gown, for hllZZ
HAMILTON, of "The Rosa

Dresses
Serges
Serges
Serges
$13.75 Silks
$12.50 Silks
$18.00 Challes
$14.00 Ratines

$20.00
$15.00
$14.50

l-- A

T

.

-1

Waists

QTTTP

'

on A u

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

,

9Sc

.
.

$1.15
$1.25
$1.35
$1.75
$2.20
$3.98
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THE PRESIDENT AND THE TRUST
through his attorney, James, A. Trout-tuadeclares he was defrauded of
Washington, Dec, 1. With the as
;
$1,000 through false representations.'
congress.
The orchestra played this number sembling of the sixty-thir- d
its
the
senators
for
He
regular
session,
states
the
and
he invested that amount
Commercial
at the
college,
ESTABLISHED 1879.
on April 7, 1913, having been led to
g!eo club rendered there also to a and representatives already are dis
believe the organization was a "go
delighted audience, "Let the Hills cussing the legislation which is to
come up for consideration, principally
song.
their
and
ing" concern; had assets valued at
Resound,"
college
Published by
,
t
measures. President
$75,000; was operating a $70,000 farm
Miss Cluxton Is director of the or- the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
at Olivet, and owned 32 acres adjoin
and her players certainly Wilson, it is known, has some pretty
chestra,
(Incorporated.)
strong ideas as to what he believes
show excellent training.
ing Topeka. These assertions, the petition declares, were false; the $70,000
These two organizations contributed is necessary for the further control
..Editor. several very pleasing numbers to the and regulation of the trusts and it NORMAL AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS farm, it is alleged, is really controlM. PADGETT
led by tenant farmers. '
FOLLOWING A
oratorical contest program, and on is expected he will early direct the
I
VACATION
Mr. Graham asserts he was elected
Thanksgiving morning, the glee clubs attention of congress to the subject
D5
were present at the Central Methodist As. governor of New Jersey Mr. Wilsecretary of the organization, hut the
After ten days of vacation the stu books of the company were withheld
church, where they sang three songs son made plain his view that the indito a very appreciative audience. The vidual comprising, a corporation and dents of all the Las Vegas educational from him.
Entered at the postofflce at East enthusiasm and loyalty of the N. M. not the corporation itself should be institutions this
This concern was given considerable
morning again wend'
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for trans- N. U. students was one of their most found' guilty and punished for any ed their way to their respective newspaper space at the time It ananti-trumission through the United States delightful characteristics
laws. So schools, to resume their studies.
nounced that it would build and oper
They left violations of the
an alls as second clasa matter.
men
the
at
public
an
capital with the1 Thfef morning marked the opening ate big cattle barns at Topeka.
behind them
extremely favorable
impression of the institution which information they have In hand say of the winter term for the New Mex
they so splendidly represented. Albu- they feel safe in assuming that when ico Normal University, but for the
SUBSCRIPTION
OF
TERMS
the president goes before congress city schools it merely marked the re
querque Sunday Journal.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Dally, by Carrier
and talks about dealing with the sumption of work after a short resi'er Copy
trusts he will advocate In a most em- pite. The final examinations for the New York, Dec. 1. Underlying
15
DANZIGER-JAFFOne Week
BETHROTHAL.
the policy which main- fall term of the Normal were held firmness was apparent through, the(
65
One Month
The Roswell pally Record contained phatic way
forenoon stock market, although busl-- j
tains that guilt is personal.
preliminary to the closing of school ness continued on a limited scale. The
Cue Tear
the following announcement last week
New
The
whiten
N
Jersey law, for
ten days ago. The students are said
Dally, by Mall
which will be of social interes: to President Wilson
average of prices was raised fractionin a measure stands to have made a good showing.
?6.00
Oae Yean
in
this
the
families bo'.o.j;
above Saturday's close.
city,
many
sponsor and which is believed to' re
The new semester for the high ally
well known here and throughout the
Sit Months
A temporary influence was exerted
flect his views on the subject, pro school will not start until after
state:
vides that when an incorporated com Christmas; that Is, it will begin with by the government's suit against the
"The Hon. Nathan Jaffa and Mvs.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of the vio the new year. Examinations will b"i American Can company, the exceppany shall be found
Jaffa announce I' o engagement of lation ot any ot the guilty
GROWER
bank statement of Satprovisions of the held at this school during the next tionally poor,
$2.00 their eldest riiiuehte-Tulia, to Sr. la,w
and
the
One Tear
urday
heavy losses in October
a
trust
offense
shall
the
defining
three weeks. It is not Known just
1.00
of
La.,
Danzi.eer,
net
v?as.
Joseph
Months
Six
earnings by railroads.
be deemed to be also that ot the
how long a vacation will he allowed
"Julia JaH'a is a swc;
riiet. retirPossibility of important supreme
directors. It further pro the students for Christmas, but. the
court decisions today hindered coning girll who ha hosi iir friends In vides that the charter of the offend
(Cash in Advance for Mall
holiday probably will take in 0116 fident
Roswell;; heri birth pluv. and where
operations, as did money mar
ing corporation may be revoked in week, from Christmas until after New
Subscriptions)
;
Call loans were reket
conditions.
"
draft or mouev eu" VITSiU
jjflmit hv
appropriate proceedings by the at Year's day.
H VH I
"J rllHM.
III
8 per cent, and time rates
liill
newed
at
arcer. Ji sent otherwise we wm uoi
torney general ,of the state.
ttie ,
were higher. Can stocks grew weak
puhlic
j education
tea responsible for loss.
was
Wolfe
A
schools.
:ar
ui
er and by noon prominent preferred
spent
TEXAS.
J. A. MORLEV ACCUSED OF
GEORGETOWN,
Specimen copies free on application.
shares were between two and three
hall, Denver. During her father's Kimbro, says: "For several years past
service as secretary of the territory Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
points lower. Their decline gav the
AT at Santa
been my household remedy for all
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
CROOKED DEALING whole market an easier tone. Bonds
Fe, she attended the Santa
colds, and lung troubles. It
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Fe high school, where she was gradip coughs,
were irregular.
v,
has given permanent relief in a numPAID FOR
ated with h6hor. Two years at the ber of cases of obstinate coughs and
Missouri Pacific fell to 24, the
a
KANSAS MAN BRINGS
SUIT year's lowest, despite the better show
exclusive
seminary of colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
Red Cross
substitutes. O. G.
AGAINST FORMER LAS VEJ Advertisers
ing for October than many other west
are guaranteed the Washington. D. C finished Miss Drug Store Adv. Schaefer,
GAS MINISTER
education.
ern systems. New York Central was
Jaffa's
m
circulation
and
weekly
largest dally
of
"Mr.
has
also weak on its big falling off in reVegas,
Joseph Danziger,
of any newspaper in northern New
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 1. The opera- ceipts for the same period.
is a promising young business man, a
Mexico.
e
tions of an alleged
famih' friend of
The market closed firm. Trading
organiza
son of an
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
,
tion" are unareathed in a peition for livened up somewhat toward the close,
the Jaffas. All Roswell is deeply in
TELEPHONES
'
$1,000 filed in district court today when a fair sprinkling of buying or
terested in the ultahting of this
2
Business Office
.Main
Richard A. Morley, president ders appeared for the important
against
troth." Albuquerque, s Journal.
Washington, Detr. ;
News Department
.Main 9
a point
at 10 a. m. and concluded the business of the International Cattle company, stocks. Lehigh Valley rose
The" plaintiff is I. D. Graham, who, and the day's highest figures were
of the extra session, confirming delayed nominations.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1313.
Senator Weeks introduced a till to
CURRENT MAGAZINES
restrict transportation of military
MAIL I'ACKAGICS EA11LY
forces and supplies to Panama to
American bottoms.
Movement
Father of the "Safety First"
"Do your 'Christmas mailing early,'
Leaders agreed to delay in resumIn the "Interesting People" departis the cry which the Las Vegas" postal ment of the December American Mag- ing the lobby investigation until the
authorities are issuing to the postof- - azine
bill is passed.
appears article about Rali,b 0. currency
nce patrons. Tne postoitlce is pre
Recessed
and convened at noon, be- who
Richards, a railroad claim agent
paring for the largest Christmas bus!- has taught his company the Chicago ginning the second session of the!
sixty-thirof. the establish
: ness In the history
congress.
& Northwestern rallway-- to
prevent
men t, and Postmaster
Took brief recess while committee
F, O. Blood accidents by the simple expedient of
urges the "patrons to give the mail taking pains. "Safety First" is his notified President Wilson congress
was in session.
:lerlis a little help,
j
slogan. Mr. Richards has drilled thou
i
"If the Las Vegas people would be- - sands of employes into habits of
Republican Leader Gallinger indisln sending their Christmas packages safety in their work. Following is an cated the minority would call a curnow, it would I) a great help to us. extract from the article :
AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
rency caucus.
House: Met at noon, beginning the
'We suggest the packages be marked
"This sounds easy in the telling, but
with labels 'Do not open until Chris-mas- .' it required perfect faith on Mr. Rich new session.
Representative Henry introduced a
Early mailing will not only ards' part that in this way he would
help the postofflce employes, but will eventually save lives and limbs, sor- bill to amend the Sherman law.
insure quick and safe delivery," Mr. row and suffering. The patience of
Women: Number Surprising
Blood said.
Job was necessary. At first the men Young
The number of young women who
Another caution Mr. Blood wishes for whose benefit it was established
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nerto give is In regard to proper wrap- looked with suspicion on the safety vous spells,
dull headache and weariping. Perishable
goods should be organization, thinking that it was ness is surprising. Kidney and bladmarked "Fragile" or "Perishable" in some new method to shift the burden der ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as diorder to secure special attention.
of accidents from the company to the rected
relief follows promptly, and
Mr. Blood expects to have every- men. Mr. Richards met with much the ills
disappear. Contain no habit
thing ready for the Christmas rush. opposition, but he still worked on, and, forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
'This Is the first Christmas the parcel through the work of his committees Cross Drug Store. Adv.
post has been in use and the postal! and the employes generally, in 28
TO TRY FATHER AND SON
authorities look for an enormous busi- months he was able to show a reduc
Marion, Ind., Dec. 1. The case of
ness. Cheaper rates and the extension tion of 179 deaths, or 22
per cent.
'William W. Brown, township trustee
of the weight limit wfJl bring a big and of 6,447 Injuries, or 27
per
"Christmas business. The city carriers cent. Today there are few men on of Ingalls, charged with the murder
of Albert Hawkins, a constable of An- probably will have all the mail they Mr. Richards' line who are not bpost- From 3 to 5
'
'"'
8jTaES&4. ilerioni,, was called for trial in the
can handle, and several rural oute iMfn afav'
carriers are plannlg (o ushe larger
"When one realizes that 10,000 peo Gfffnt county circuit today. The case
The Leading Ladies With THE ROSE MAID Will Apto
the
handle
parceT post ple were killed and 163,000 injured on was brought here on change of vewagons
nue from Madison county.
jsackages.
the railroad's of the TTnited States dur
pear in Coslume in Our Windows and Ready-to-WeThe killing of Hawkins occurred in
o
,
ing the past year, it Is possible to see
town
on
the
of
the
of
Ingalls
night
Doubtless the traveling auditor was the field for, a, safety organization. So
Department
Interested in the report of the San when Mr. Richards proved that his July 9 last. The tragedy was one of
the
a
direct results of reign of "blind
t .
Miguel county grand jury.
safety first idea was a success, in
that it saved many lives and prevent- tigers" at Ingalls. Some time pre
NEW YORK TO LAS VEGAS
ed countless injuries, the other roads vious Constable Hawkins had raided
MORE BOUQUETS
a hotel conducted by Brown and his
' The combined
glee clubs of the N. of the cour.try, for humanitarian as well
On the
son, George William Brown.
number
economic
as
a
TJ.
reasons,
adopting
began
furnished
3J. N.
splendid
on the Wednesday afternon program. it. Today there are safety organiza- date of the killing he had returned
The girls hpepared again in the white tions on railroads which; represent to the( hotel to obtain .furtbef evi
Is Regarded as One of the Best Costumed Companies
dence desired by the prosecution. Wit
i'owna and purple girdles which cre more than, nail the mileage or tne
Iheard
nesses
be
a
altercation
violent
orare
and
there
admiration
United States;
safety
ated such a ripple of
V''.
Playing Out of New York City
find ganizations In Canada, and a while tween the constable arid the Browns.
comment on Tuesday at tern
the men wore the purple and whito ago Mr. Richards received a letter Later the same night the body of the
sleevebands of the university." They trim the Imperial Japvnese railways constable was found in the street aj
.l flighted their audience with. 'Let' with a request for Information, in or short distance from the hotel.
The following day the younger
the Hills Resound" (Brinley Richards) der that such a system might be used
By special permission from the management of the
Brown surrendered to the authorities
and were enthusiastically recalled on the railways of; Japan.
we have arranged for this extraordinary showing
company,
Haw-!
Thfir encore number produced quite "The underlying cause for Mr. Rich and stated that he had stabbed
of handsome garments carried in our stock, almost fac
defense.
The
elder
in
self
kins
a little furor, when, after lining up ards' success In his great work is
simile to the elegant gowns worn by "The Rose Maid" duron the stage, the members of the front found in his broad, honest sympathy Brown asserted- that he had nothing
ing their performance here. You are invited to visit the
bewith
than
do
the
more
to
men
fellow
killing
tow stretched out a big N. M. N. U. and real affection for his
store
during the' matinee and see the handsome gowns and
Into the The man himself Is tall, a little in ing with his son at the time. The
,
jiennunt and then burst forth
pretty
girls.
a
returned
Joint
oik- - ie song.
They were again re- clined to heaviness, smooth shaven, grand jury, however,
the marks of Indictment accusing the father and
pealled, and at the close of a repetition and shows in his face
ex- character engraved
unremitting son of the murder. The defendants
a
by
rousing
ot the song, they gave which was
elwork in the furtherance of a great asked for separate trials and the
hibition of the collego yell,
to
tried
be
him
elected
first.
Brown
at
der
you
look
excitement
When
you
purpose.
a feature of th 9 morning
'THE
meet- know what every man under Win
s,vor the choosing of next year's
e
SEE THE ROSE MAIDS
or associated with him will bear
Cured of
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IT.,
liver
with
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N.
was
"I
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suffering
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and re--, plaint," says Iva Smith of Point
fea-ibished 'several of the finest musical yon can go with your troubles
' &s) (La
fcd
to
a
decided
and Blank, Texas, "and
try
fttures of the convention sessions. reive understanding, sympathy,
of
Chamberlain's
Tablets,
E . LAS
fund of sym- 25c box
Wednesday morning they gave a help. But with all his
to say that I am comis prc-tir-a- l. and am happy
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no
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he
Me
dreamer;
"Take
recommend
can
of
pathy
'.nulid rendition
pletely cured and
,
hard headed and efficient a them to every one." For sale by all
Harden o8 Love," and as a clos-.dealers. Adv.
American railroad man."
:.,i,.r of .the afternoon session, tynlcsl
"The Butterfly Ballett," a very
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Percolators, Samavors,
Hot Water Kettles, Xhafing
Dishes, Flagons, etc.
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TAUPERT'S
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registered for some of the other popular shares, but American Telephone
was a notable exception and reacted
over a point. The last sales were:
69
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar, ex div. bid ....... ;. ......106
92
Atchison
106.
Northern Pacific
...160
Reading .
87
Southern Pacific
1494
Union Pacific ex div
United States Steel, ex div.......; 54
United States Steel, pfd......-..104- .
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,,
Chicago, Dec. 1. General,, selling

due to fair weather for the Argentine
harvest made prices easy today in
wheat. The opening, which,,. varied
cent lower to a shade adfrom
vance,, was, followed by a moderate
sag0 cr rjf jg t(e market uniformly
night's level. The close
cent net
to
was steady
higher.
Unsettled weather tending to delay
receipts, brought about a show of
strength in corn.'Jbut the gains were
not held by the deferred options.
Prices started unchanged, to
cent higher and rose still more for Deto
cember. The close was firm
cent above Saturday night.
Heavy selling pressure, chiefly from
brokerage concerns, weakened oats.
One firm alone unloaded a million
bushels in the pit.

went

Provisions
hogs.

up grade

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Dec. 1. Hogs, receipts
Market 5 to 10 cents: higher .:
7,000.
Bulk $7.407.70; heavy $7.607.75;
packers and butchers $7.507.75; i
lights $7.407.65; pigs $5.507.
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steady to .15 cents higher. Prime fed
steers $S.259; dressed, beef steers
$7tj8j 20; western steers' $t8; southern 'steers $5.507.50; cows $1.25
stockers
6.75; heifers $5. 258.'ol;
and feeders $5.507.50; bulls $4.75
6.50; calves $6.509.50.
Sheep.reecipts 10,000. Market steady. Lambs $77.75; yearlings $5.50
6.25; wethers $4.505.25; ewes $4
'

4.60.

S PILLS
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PILLS,

,

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

3 to 5 P.

M. Thursday

DECEMBER' 4
10 Dozen Womens

G!ovu-I-

n

All

Sizes, Most AIL Colors
KID

CAPE

AND

QUALITIES

3 to 5 P.M.

- THE LGf:s

"Matinee at BacharachV

3-- 4

Thursday Afternoon

5

'

ar

THE ROSE MAID

-

Consists of ladles fine quality real kid
n&vy cvnd staple
glovts in bla-ckcolors. Not a pair of gloves in this lot
fivoxild sell fegula.rly for les than
,

$1.25. $1.50 and $1.75. Get fitted while

they last. Ma.nv will tcvlce two or
three pair so don't ta.rry and therv
say "just my luck "

A PAIR

,

85 CENTS.
TOYLAND AND DQLLVILLE

?

The Merriest Place in Town Is

Now Ready for Inspection

on Balcony

-

'

evi-dfne-

Bring the Little Folks With You

''

Store of Quality
AT7 A

w- -

,A

I

(fed!)

fe--

AFTERNOON 3 TO 5

i)

N.M:

VEGAS,

.

THURSDAY

r -

kit!

J

llidtnond 'SrnBd

THURSDAY NIGHT

d

2

to 15 cents higher and there was an
additioiial subsequent advance. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 86; May 90.
Corn, Dec. 70; May 70.
Oats, Dec. 37; May 41.
Pork, Jan. $21.40; May $21.22.
Lard, Jan. $10.90; May $11.17.
Ribs, Jmi'.''$U.17; May '$li;35.
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BR.IDGL STNEET

"A TWENTIETH CENTURY

"'Sa

Mrs. J. 3. Powell, a jeweler
. Alliance, O., Jb visiting at the home of
Thomas 'J. Scott and famijy,
;
R. G. Head and Emile Clement left
this afternoon for El Paso) where they
will be for several weeks on a vaca-

v.r.

...

1

1

i:

'

tion.
J. D. W. Veeder returned yesterday
afternoon from Santa Pe where he
has been on business for the past
v

few days.
Miss Lena Langston returned yes
terday afternoon from Levy where

has been visiting relatives for the
'
past week.
D. H. Plowman arrived
la has
evening from his
Vegas yesterday
home at Raton for a few days' business visit here.
Misses Sallie and Mabel Moore of
'
Wagon Mound were visitors In Las
Vegas yesterday1 on their way home
from Albuquerque.
J. "W."MdCahn, advance agent for
Tha Rose Maid" theatrical company,
came In Saturday evjfclng for a short
business visit here.
C. Celrlcum, a dining ear Inspector
for the Fred Harvey system, "came
in this morning for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M., Heck of Day
ton, 0., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and will remain here
for several days as visitors.
Mrs. R. M. Pincetl, arrived in' Las
Vegas Saturday afternoon from Chicago and left yesterday afternoon for
Watrous, to join her husband.
Miss Josephine Young returned to
Wagon Mound yesterday afternoon after having been a visitor with relatives here for the past few days.
Misses Minnie and Gertrude Koha
returned last night from Albuquerque,
after having been visitors with Mrs.
Charles Kohn for the past ten days.
A. A. Gallegd&, member of the board
of commissioners of San Miguel county, came In last night from him home
in Villanueva for a short business
visit.
v
Robert L. M. Ross returned Saturday evening ' from Albuquerque and
other places In the state, where he
has been on business for the past
week. i;"
t
Hallett, Raynolds, ca3hier of the
First National .bank, left 'yesterday
evening for Los Angeles, Cal., where
he will be oti business for several
she.

ir..-,!i--

4

locate here. They are from Texas
and will make Las Vegas their permanent home.
Missi Julia Fox and Mrs. H. Vaughn
of East Tawas, Mich., left Saturday
evening for their home. They have
been visitors In Las Vegas for the
i past several weeks.
Donald G. Hart, collector for-- , the
First National bank, left Saturday
evening for Washingtorig, D. C- and
other points In the east where W Will
visit for several weeks.
D. 'R. Tolman, who has been employed In Las Vegas and vicinity by
the Santa fFe, railway as a civil engineer, leu "this afternoon for Denver, where he iwill reside.
Mr. and Mrs. William White left
Saturday evening, for the Grand Can-yeCalifornia, and other points west,
where they will take a pleasure trip
for the" next several weeks.
Mrs. F. M. Charlton of Trinidad re
turned to her home yesterday ' afternoon-after
having 'been a"vlsltor' ln
for the past few days. She
i Las Vegas
haVbeen the iguest of her sister,. Mrs.

Kin-kal-

The annual report of Secretary
Frank Duffy of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America shows Ahat there are no
1,908 local unions and 218,794 mem
bers in good standing. The union
was organized in 1881 with a memNew York state
bership of 2,042.
now leads with 32,632 members. The
national organization has a balance of
$187,537 in its treasury.

Calumet pastry is good to
some. Calumet is the one baking
powder that is high in quality and
moderate in price.
RECEIVED H!QKEST'ARD3
V
World' Par Food Exposition. Ciuuiu, IX
P&ru bpos&m, Fruce, OUrcfc, 1912
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Maxwellt
Mrs. J. E. McMahon and daughter,
Miss Mary McMahon, returned this
morning from their home In Clovls,
G-

where they have been visiting during
the vacation ot the New Mexico Normal University.
John Webb, accompanied by his
ssiter, Miss Hazel "Webb, returned yesterday afternoon from Kansas City
and other cities where they have
been visiting relatives and friends for
.;
the past few weeks.
Miss Lucy Floyd and Miss Nora
Trahey returned yesterday afternoon
from Albuquerque where they have
been attending the New Mexico Educational Association meeting and vis'
mv
iting friends. .
Miss Susie Connell left yesterday
af ternoon " for Wagon Mound where
&
she is employed" as a teacher. Miss
Connell attended the meeting of the
State Educational association at
kakiwr Mwdcr. Do't b buiVJ. iinw aim
!: '
ra wtnlmn ttim bnl lulu. I
nra acoMdical
and has been visiting relI umaMt a tar npenar m crar riik tot mdt.
I atives here for the
past three days.

CH,.tl' r

I

1

'

iiimi in

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
capital

The second games of the Y. M. C.
'boys' Movie Basketball league
Saturday uncorked two exciting con
tests.! The first, game was a victory
for !' the HIawandas over the Evil
Eyes by the score of 14 to 9. The
second was the closest game pulled
off in the local "gym" in a long while.
Two teams have to be pretty evenly
matched, when after 10 minutes' steady, strenuous play, the score stands
1 to 0.
That's what happened in the
game between the Rangers and the
At the second half
Valleymounts.
each team had Bcored 6 points each,
making it necessary to play an extra
half to decide the game. The Ran- ers finally won 18 to 14.
Next Saturday the Harmless Ones
and the Sheepherders and the Goldens
and the Rattlesnakes will play.
The boxball games will begin Thurs
day afternoon when the Evil Eyes
play the Valleymounts and the Clods
play the Rangers.
Folowing is the Rtanding of the
basketball teams
Won Lost Pet
Goldens
Clods

....

1

0

1

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

0

0
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Hiawandas . .
Rangers . . .
Evil Eyes . ,
Valleymounts
Sheepherders
Ra'ttlesnakes
Harmless-

0
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0
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CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

'

Monday
Winter meeting of Charleston Fair
and Racing association opens at

Charleston, S. C.
unaries Weston vs. Bennie Allen, at
Kansas City, for pocket billiard cham'

pionship.

:

o

SANTACLAUS

-

-

-

-

Sta-

tionery Go. has retired from
business, a part of their
stock has been purchased
by the

510

&

ELKS CHALLENGE THE
ALBUQUERQUE BOWLERS

25c Store

at Extremely Low Prices

GAMBS WILL BE PLAYED BY TELEPHONE IF DUKE CITY
.
TEAM AGREES

Giving the people of Greater
Las Vegas an opportunity to
Iluy Real Bargains.

.

1 lot I of Sheet
Music,
popular songs, rag times
C
values
song and
15c and 10c at
Box Paper ruled and unruled, regular 40c, 35c and
25o prices, as long as they
last, 2 boxes for
1 pd. paper
and enve-njjlopes, 25c value, 2 boxes. Cull
50c Gilt Edge Playing Cards 25c
75c
$1.50 Gilt Edge Bibles
1 lot of novels 25c and 15c
10c
value ... ..

5

n

WHITE CHINA

FOR
ATING

DECOR-

It will pay all White China
decorators to put In a stock for
future use at these prices. We
"will not limit the sale. Prices
are 10c, 12c, 15c, and 25c.
The full line is displayed iu
'
our show windows.

TRUST CO.

man

-

-

John W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker. Vice President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively. Assistant Secretary,
Cecjlio Rosenwald, Secretary

...DIRECTORS...

SIgmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chaa. Danzlger, Daniel Cassidy. D. L. Batchelor, Clement PadUla, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Josa Felix Esqulbel,
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H, Hunker.
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Tljit Las

Vegas and Albuquerque

teams may contest at tenpins, yet not
be forced to go to either city to play
the game, is a possibility that may
be realized within the next few days.
This will be accomplished through
the use of the telephone. The scheme
has been worked successfully in several other cities,
La.9 Vegas Elks,' through a letter
to the Albuquerque
Journal, today
challenged any team in Albuquerque
to a game or series of games. The
teams are to play on their respective
alleys and after each game the result,
with total and Individual scores, is to
be exchanged by telephone. ' The loser
of the game will pay the cost of the
bowlingl ,for both organizations, a.
well as telephone tolls.
f,
'"No changes will be allowed in the
lineup following the beginning of
play. Teams will be composed of five
men and will bowl three strings In
each contest. Other rules for this
match probably will be arranged.
It Is said that Albuquerque boasts
of numerous excellent bowlers, and
although the local Elks are not what
'

i
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lamonos

1

'

'

'
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ewelry
ne price Less
Ten Per Gent for Cash
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... OFFICERS .. .

Annual field trials of Pointer Club
of America begin near Chase City,
might be classed as sharks, doubtless
Va.
they will be able to put up a good
Saturday
fast game against their faw away
Annual meeting of- the Western in
opponents. If the challenge is accepttercollegiate Conference at Chicago. ed the first game probably will take
Annual fiel dtrials of National Field
place within the next two weeks.'
Trial club begin at Letchatchie, La..

HEADQUARTERS
The Romero Book and

...

PEOPLES BANK

Annual field trials of Georgia Field
Trial association, at Waynesboro, Ga.
Annual Bench show of Pekinese
Club of America, at NeSork City.
Eugene Tremblay vs. Walter. Miller,
at Winnipeg, for lightweight-- ' wrest
ling championship.
r ,
Owen Moran vs. Joe Azevedor 10
rounds, at Oakland, Calif.
Tuesday
Annual field trials of Virginia-CarThe local typographical union tn lina Field Trial association.
Scranton, Pa., has started a moveOpening of annual bench show of
ment to secure for Scranton the con Cleveland- - Fanciers'
club, Cleveland,
vention of the piternatlonal Typo Ohio.
graphical union in 1918, n which year
Jaclc Reed vs. "Kayo" Sweeney, 12
the organization Is to celebrate Ita rounds, at
Webster, Mass.
golden jubilee or fiftieth anniversary.
Thursday
Joe Burke vs. Tommy Trainor, 10
3
SB
rounds, at Erie, Pa.
Gus Christie vs. "Knockout" Bren
nen, 10 rounds, at Youngstown, O.

-

look at, good to eat. Always
light, fluffy, tender cad whole- -

FIVE

Is like txn umbrella, you don't miss it till you need it.

PLAYERS OF THE
Y, M. C. A. PLAY 10 MINUTES
TO 1 TO 0 SCORE

,

,

Wften Made

iip

BASKETBALL

W. G. Ogle left this afternoon for
Ribera on a short business visit.
Attorney Charles A. Spless returned to Las Vegas this afternoon from
Santa Fe where he has been on business for several days.
Mound
A. O. Jahren of
Wagon
came in this afternoon from El Paso,
where he. has been on a short business visit, on his way home.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway company, left this morning
for Albuquerque for a short business
visit.
Miss Jeanette Ward returned last
night from Albuquorque where she
has been for the past week attending
the meeting of the New Mexico Educational association and visiting friends.
Charles p. Lamhert came in Saturday evening from Cimarron and left
this morning for Santa Fe on business. Mr. Lambert is a member of
the mounted police force, which went
out of business today.
J. M. Egan, who has been employed, byj the engineering department of
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe Railway company here for the
past few months, left yesterday afternoon for Denver, where he will reside,
Miss Caroline Greenberger returned
home last night from Albuquerque,
where she has been visiting for the
past few days with friends, following
tbe adjournment of the State Educa
tional association meeting, which she
attended as a member of the Normal
glee club.
H, F. Mlllikan, prominent, banker
and land man of Dodge, City, Kas.,
arrived in Las Vegas Saturday even
ing and spent yesterday looking over
land in this county. He is much Interested in conditions here and predicts a great future for this county.
He has been the guest of Charles
during his stay.

weeks.
s
Mr. and Mrs. P. X Emauake1- - returned home yestnrilay afternoon from
Rociada, where they have been ' visiting friends and relatives for the past
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Chalk and family arrived Saturday evening and' will

.
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FARMER"

,,

1

1,

a

GAME

(Thanhouser).
"THE FOLLIES OF A DAY AND NIGHT" (American).
"THE COLONEL'S OATH" (Reliance).

;

DECEMBER

remarkable

MUTUAL THEATE

William Gordon was a visitor at
,
Buena Vista yesterday.
Lee Hughes of Trinidad was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
B. Haskell .of Ribera came in yesterday evening for a short business
Miss Louise R. Roy of Raton was
a visitor with friends in Ias Vegas
today.
C. H. Lee or Albuquerque came in
busiSaturday night for a few days'
ness visit.
H. rJ Burrall of tee Gallinas planting station, waa a business' visitor in
Las Vegas today.
Marion Hunt, a school teachar from
Raton, was a visitsor with friend in
Las Vegas yesterday.
Tom Condon of Roclada came in
yesterday morning for a short business visit in Las Vegas. ?
H. H. Hale of St. Louis came in
yesterday afternon for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Joe 'Hile came In yesterday afternoon from his home at Watrous for
a short visit with friends.
Miss Opal Jones returned last irght
from Albuquerque and Belen, where
she has.jtieea.; for the past ten days.
Mrs. E.iU Smith and two daughters of Raton came in Saturday night
for a short visit with friends in this
city.
Miss Elizabeth Coors returned last
night from Albuquerque, where she
has been visiting., for, the past several
.
days.
Thomas Johnsen returned yesterday
afternoon from Wagon Mound where
he has been on business for a short
time.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
left this morning for Watrous, where
he will be on business for a short
time.
Lloyd Kellan arrived In Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon from his home
in Albuquerque for a short business
.
visit.

botbui

PROGRAM TONIGHT

"

MONDAY,

CITY PURCHASES A

Ucttc r
Olfto Gould J
Santa Ciauo jb
VJiizt

.

IT"

,4

NEW FIHE TEAFJ
Wesungnouse Electric
Ware for the Housewife's
convenience, the family's en
'" J
t '
joyment.

"SAM" AND "ROCK" ARE SUPPLANTED BY MORE YOUTHFUL HORSES

Negotiations were closed this after
noon between w.. ti. sninaiar, a
farmer residing 16 miles east on the
mesa, and1 the city whereby a new
fire team to take the place of "Sam"
and "Rock" was purchased. The new
team is one of the prettiest ever seen
in the city. The horses are iron
greys and stand about 17 hands high.
Both are draught horses and are of
Oklahoma stock. One horse stands a
trifle higher than the- other, but as
a whole they make a most adaptable
!.
.
team.
in
the
the
of
horses
Instruction
methods of a fire, department r will
start at once and by the T'rst of the
new' ,year the' departni '
hopes t
have V the team well tr. rd.f Thty
will be used on the valor wagon, aft
was the old team. .
"Sam" and "Rock" have served the
city well for the past 12 years and1 It
is not a pleasure for the members of
the department to see their places
taken by another team. However, the
new horses promise to make an improvement in the department.

:
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win
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Think of the
cleanliness and convenience.
And the economy too. It is
surprising.. the small amount of
current required for making coffee
and tea. for chafing dish and
toaster-stov- e
cooking.
Call at our store while on your
shopping tour and inspect our dis- play of Westinghouse Electric
Ware, the kind of Christmas presents that last a lifetime.
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NATIONAL CONVENTION OF VOTE
WANTERS WILL INTERVIEW
SOLONS
1
Prominent
Washington, Dec.
.women suffragists from every section
of the country are present In the

ancapital to attend the forty-fift-h
nual convention of the North American Woman Suffrage association,
which was formally opened yesterday. Throughout the day the credentials committee remained in continuous session at the Hotel BeHevue
'to pass on the credentials of delegates. This afternoon announcement
waa made that the largest attendance
la the history of the association's an-anal meetings was already assured
Consideration of plans for getting
action! by congress on the pending
constitutional amendment removing
the bar against women voting is to
le the principal subject of discussion
at the convention. The, suffragists
plan to appear this week before com-- !
mltteea of the two houses of congress
and have chosen their beat speakers
to present their" claims for 'votes for
women."
A fine array o.f talent bag been obtained to address the various sessions
of the convention during the weeft,
men and
consisting of prominent
women who have become famous for

their devotion and' labor along different lines of human activity.
The program was set In motion
yesterday afternoon, when a mass
meeting was held in the Columbia
theater, with Dr. Anna Howard' Shaw,
president of the national association,
presiding. ' Prominent local, suffragists gave their addresses of welcome and Mrs. Solon Jacobs, president of the Alabama Suffrage association, responded for the delegates.
Other speakers of the afternoon
were Miss Jane ddams of Chicago,
Senator Helen Ring Robinson of Colorado and several representatives, of
women's labor and industrial organisations.
Monday afternoon the convention
gathered to complete its organization.
In the evening a celebration of the
winning of the vote by women In Illinois is to be held. The speakers
will Include Mrs. Catherine Waugh
MoOulloch, former president of the
Illinois Equal Suffrage association;
Mrs. Ella S Stewart, also a former
president of the Illinois association,
and by four members of the famous
"suffrage lobby," Mrs. Medill McCor-mlck, Mrs. Grace Wilbur Trout, Mrs.
Antoinette Funck and Mrs. Sherman
M. Booth.
The question of adopting a new
constitution for the association la to
come tip Tuesday morning at a business session, and In the afternoon
there JS to be a !onfem:e on methods, led by Mrs. Arthur Ltvennore
of Yonkers, N. Y. In the evening the
National Men's League for Woman
Suffrage, henrfed by James Lcos Lald-laof New York, is to have charge
of the! program.
Reports from the different state
suffrage organizations are to be made

Wednesday morning, followed by new
business, and a conference on methods, led by Miss Helen Backer of
Kansas. ' In the afternoon the program for 1914 is to be taken up, and
in the evening there is to be a special program arranged by Mrs. J. T.
Bow en of Chicago.
Features of the Wednesday evening program will be, addresses by
Judge Julian Mack of the commerce
court, Judge Harry Olsen of Chicago,
Miss Maud Minor, probation officer
of New York city, and Miss Katherine
Davis, superintendent of Bedford reformatory.
'
Business sessions are to be held
Thursday morning and afternoon, and1
in the evening there are to be addresses by Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt,
Sufpresident of the International
Thomas
Mrs.
and
Alliance,
by
frage
Hepburn, president of the Connecticut Suffrage association.
The congressional committees will
give the suffragists a hearing Friday
morning, and in the afternoon the
executive committee is to meet The
convention will be ciosed with a meeting of the national board Friday even-

race in Miss Addams' favor.
But the prospect is that Dr. Shaw
will be retained in office by the unanimous will of the convention.

1,
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

PENITENTIARY SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' supplies ior the state penitentiary will
be received until 9 o'clock a. m.,
Tuesday, December 9, 1913. Supplies
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
ii
consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
A. M. Regular comleather, grain, etc. A list of these
munication Oral and
supplies with conditions and blank
third Thursday la
proposals will be furnished upon apeach month. Vial ting
plication to the Superintendent
brothers cordially in- By order of the Board of peniten. mill,
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
tiary Commissioners.
w' tm n 0 .faa Fatten, Secretary.
JOHN B. McMANTJS,
Superintendent
LAt VEQAS COMMANDERY,
NO. f.
Dated: October 14th, 1913, Santa Five cents par line each Inisrtion.
A, AlaiiMi.
29-M.
N.
Fe,
Estimate six ordinary words to llns.
conclave see
Vwmh
No ad to occupy less space than two V- -"
tar la aca
Mm- at
All advertisements
lines
ale
charged
at 7:19 . at. . H.
will be booked at space actually set
KIkel, . C; Oum.
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
Ke
without regard to number of words.
witter.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
To pat oar New Metal
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
WEATHER STRIPS
NO. S, ROY-u nwn MASONS Regular con- oo your doors and windows to keep
'"vouuu urn Monday in
oat cold and
ing.
monta at Masonic
The annual election of national ofSA VE FUEL
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H.
ficers Id receiving some attention
B. Hubbard, H.
from the delegates already on the
p.; v. O.
Blood,
field. While Miss Jane Addams of
Secretary.
Contractor and Builder
VegOLS 466
Chicago, who la now first vice presiPHONE
' O. O. F. LA VEGAS LODGE NO
dent ol the association, has been ap1. Meets ever Mmia..
.
i
to
the
accept
presidency,
OPTIC'S NUMBE1, MAIN I.
proached
ttelrhan
on Sixth street All
she has eo far steadfastly refused, on
brethren cordially invited to voting
the ground that her numerous other Professional Health Culture for Ladles
attend
SHEARER
MRS. OLLIE
una Lehman, V. 0.;
activities would not permit her to
VJntstcsi
T. M. ElWOOd.
l
-, S(Mltlll-'.- J I XT..1 tr,
devote as much time to the presi- General Massage, Hair and Scalp
nMl VVi 11
Treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Treatment, Facial Massage,
dency as the offtee requires. Br.
WANTED
First class laundress. Ap Trustee.
chiropody.
Anna Howard Shaw, who has for
831 Railroad avenue.
ply
Hotel Romalne
many years held the presidency, has
B. P. 0. ELKS Meets ascend
announced that she will gladly retire Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. WANTED
and
Girl for general housefourth Tuesday evening of each
1100
work. Apply
Seventh street
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
SC3
Douglas
avenie. VlsItlnK brothers
TO TRADE For irrigated
or dry
are cordially Invited.' Gov. Wm. J.
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
H, care Optic
Secretary.
FOR

BIDS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

A

COLUMN

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday nteht
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Werte, Pre
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O B.
Bally, Treasurer.
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FRANK R.EVELL
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Man-cure-

Letter to the

Telephone Using Public
par, into the treasury of our company, the utilities that bring them in contact
for every share they hold, and they with each other, and that the more
have simply come into our company nearly perfect In efficiency and sufbecause they believed it to be a safe ficiency the utilities serving the public
are, the more prosperity, comforts and
ognizes that Its highest Interests as a investment
There is, too, upon the part of the conveniences the public will enjoy.
public utility lie in establishing the
We believe our story is an interestclosest and most friendly relationship public, a belief that the company is
with the public generally, and with largely engagea in policies, we imag- ing one, and we hope that everyone
its patrons in particular; therefore, it ing this feeling is caused by the fact will read it
is the purpose of The Mountain States that in the past, simply from the
Note. As. an instance of the kind
Telephone and Telegraph Company, standpoint of self preservation, certain
through this announcement, to inau- corporations were almost compelled of startling news which newspapers
gurate what may be termed an adver to be In politics; but in these days, sometimes publish, we want to call
tising educational series of article, when the tendency Is to place all cor- attention toi recent articles in the
both in the newspapers and in the porations and trust affairs into the newspapers j headed, "United States
form of letters to its customers. It is hands of a central body, such as the Government, Calls Upon Two Girl Steour hope that this campaign may Interstate Commerce Commission and nographers to Tell Where They Got
mark at new era in the relation of local state commissions, etc., to deal Two Million Dollars to Form the Corpublic utility corporations to the pub- with the conduct of businesses such as poration Securities and Investment
lic they serve. We want this education ours, being In politics, as believed by Company." Then the article went on
to work both ways that the public the public, would be a foolish thing to say that this Corporation Securities
may learn the truth about us, and and entirely unnecessary. This Is, and Investment Company was a
that we may learn how the public re therefore, to state emphatically that scheme of the Telephone Company to
gard us, and how we may fairly and we are not, either directly or indirect- further Its purpose of monopolizing
efficiently serve the public in other ly, in politics, In any way, shape or telephone companies, etc.
words, what is just and right to us manner, and shall not be.
The truth Is that our company has
and to the people, and to convince the
We are going to attempt to give been met with a strong feeling in the
will
we
that
remedy
voluntarily
public
univeryou the entire story as to our rates. State of Montana well-nigany wrongs we are doing, if pointed We have been told, when stating to sal that something should be done to
out to us.
some of the public that we proposed relieve the citizens of that state, of
We shall show you our financial af- starting a campaign like this, that our two telephone systems. Public meetso
It
hapand
fairs, frankly
freely.
efforts would be futile; that our sub- ings have been held, and votes taken,
pens that our financing has been of scribers would turn out to be selfish that the telephones of one or the other
us
to
such a nature that it is easy for
and only look toward the end of get-tin-e of the systems should be thrown out
clearly show to you this side of our
as cheap telephone rates as pos Resolutions and letters have been subaffairs. What we mean by this is, that sible. We do not believe this. We mitted to us, and we have started out
we have absolutely no water In our believe that the great majority of the to see what we could do to relieve the
stock; we have no bonds, nor any pre- public are inclined to be fair, and that citizens of that state of this burden.
ferred stock, and no mortgage of any It is not so much the question of what
We found that the Independent inkind upon which to pay fixed charges. our telephone rates are as it is that terests
operating there also operated
We have more invested in our plant when we make a statement regard- In
in the State of Washingat its present replacement value than ing them, and show our true financing. ton,Spokane,
in northern Idaho, and that
our issue of common stock, and' we that we shall be honest, and that tne the and
interests doing busl- have no other stock issued than the public shall know that we are honest news Independent
in Montana could not be
common stock. There are no wheels That when we make a statement as or sold, so as to alone cover thebought
propwithin wheels, nor companies within to our profits and earnings, showing erty in Montana, but that the purchase
We
to
absorb profits.
companies,
just where the dollar that our sub- must include their property In the
finance ourselves from year to year scriber pays us gg.es, the public may states of Idaho and Washington.
The
to
the know that we are not trying to de Mountain States
by selling our common stock
and TeleTelephone
people, at not less than par, in the ceive them or keep anything back that graph Company does not operate in
states in which we operate.
should be shown. Whjjn we honestly either of these sections, and, there- - ,t
When we tell you the story of our do this and our position seems to be
fore, to not responsible for telephone
financing, we will prove to you that just and right we believe that the fair conditions there, nor does It wish to
there never have been any fortunes, ness of the
vs.
public wilt sustain
operate tfcene, but we felt we must
large or small, made out of the manipWe are going to set forth the in meet the situation in Montana, and
ulation of our stock in other words, herent difficulties
of giving universal so, in order to be in position to
no high financing has ever been done
service. These articles and either buy or sell, from or to, the
in connection with The Mountain telephone
letters are not to be a piece of spe Independent interests in Montana,
Stales Telephone and Telegraph Com- cial
pleading or adroit use of words, there was formed this Corporation Sestock
The
its
pany, ot
predecessors.
but a clear, business-lik- e
setting forth curities and Investment Company, as
never has had any speculative value; of
We hope, before we get a corporate company, to enter into nefacts.
a
safe
it has been, and is now, simply
through, both ourselves and the public gotiations with the Independent interinvestment.
will understand each other better. ests in Montana, which negotiations
There is a great misunderstanding There is at least no harm to be done are
now in progress, and, if possible,
upon the part of the public as to this In trying to accomplish this desired to buy these Independent interests in
Wash-inetoside of our business. Persons with result.
Montana, northern Idaho and
ulterior motives, striving for office,
in the end, if that
then
and
and
to
our
aim
is
It
educate,
please
and: newspapers wishing to give starwas accomplished, the Corposatisfy the public and to be educated ..purpose Securities
tling news (see note .below) frequently ourselves.
and Investment Com- ration
to
us
seems
that
It
every
publish stories of how rich certain
to The Mountain
sell
should
'pany
of
the
right
officials of our company are. Right corporation has
and
Telegraph CoirU
States
Telephone
Individual.
an
as
same
the
now, this is being done m connection
or
the
Independent
the
pany
same
portion
Listen
has
the
right.
with the new revenue tax. We sup- The public
we will listen to plants located in Montana, and sell
and
our
defense
to
out
of
the
stories
these
grow
pose
others the portion of these Indeever been
belief of certain of the public that the i vours. No nroblem hashow we were (to
pendent plants existing in northern
executive officials of our company own harder for us than just know
the public
truly Idaho and Washington.
the entire plant. It is. absurd, for going to let we
no prob-leWe explain this so the public may
that
believe
but
about
comus,
our
of
officials
'
these executive
was ever more; important to both. know that in the above Foreword,
the
of
proptrustees
are
pany
merely
can make you feel that where we say ' there is no company
erty, for the stockholders, and none If wearereally
in our business, we within a company, or wheels within
a
you
partner
have
nor
they
of them are rich men,
A wheels," we are speaking absolutely
much.
have
shall
accomplished
It
stock.
a very heavy holding of the
will
be
the
of
truly, and also that this Corporation
men
problem
part
large
rich
is true that certain reputed
the puto- - Securities and1 Investment Company,
have large holdings of the stock of our solved, if we can only tobring
was eo freely, advertised by the
full undercompany some of them being on our lie, through education,Is a amutual de- which
articles in the newspaper referred to,
Board of Directors but not one of standing that there
and proper
them has made any money whatsoever pendence between the publio service is absolutely a legitimate for
the speand organized
out of dealing in our stock, Theyhnve corporations and the public, and that company
dollar for collar, in cash, at public prosperity depends largely upon cific purpose stated.
all
Denver, Colo., November 30, 1913.
The Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company, in the consideration of its future development, rec-
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Attomeye-at-La-

New Mexie

Las Vegas.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon I
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It '$ giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

i

,

O. MOOSE

Depart
a.
a.
9. a

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

HUNKER ft HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankat

For Rent

FOR

.

2:05 a,
1:45 p.
West Bound
Arrive
1:20 p. m...
6:10" a. m. ..
4:20 p. m...
6:35 p. ra. .

ATTOBNETao

WANTED To trade one good, four
room house In good location for one KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
5 to 7 room house
and two lots.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Will pay the. difference In time,
first and third Mondays of each
mortgage or assume indebtedness.
month
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Call L., Optic.
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT Desirable front room In Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue. East Las Vegas, N. M.
Phone Purple 6501.

0.

I.

--

,

L.

.
.

Depart

m... :ll pt a
m... ,11:05 p.- a
m... .2:10 a.
m... 2:10 f .

. 9:10 p.
.1.1:05 p.

No.
No.
No.
No.

Ad-dre-

An Oppen

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

in

Meets second an.

RENT Cottage In desirable
fourth Thursday evening eacl
neighborhood, newly painted, pa month at W. O. W. hall Vlsitln.
pered, electric lights. Low rate. brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Phone Purple 5301.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

BcfferEMPRESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
1. 0. of B. B. Meets
every first Tue

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

FOR RENT
employed,

FLOUR rcalfy

To lady or gentleman
comfortable, furnished
of the month in the vestry room
room; no health seekers, phone day
of
Montefiore at 8 o'clock
Temple
Purple 5301.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially Id
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
Greenclay, Secretary.

WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Broiherb
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
N. M.
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
E6
Local Deputy. Vlsitln?
Montague,
members are especially welcooe
MERCHANTS CAFE
cordially Invited.

v

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

C. C. CLAYTON, Prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Offiee

FURmwmAim

musEtmw

KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday in O. It, C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 3.

is.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

A

EMPRESS
can be ob--

I

tamed m tnu city trom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
20c per 1St lbs.
25c per 16S lb.

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 Ibs Each Delivery
to 1,009 Iba, Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Lass than 69 Iba, Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lot,
200 Ibt.,

goods

...

SOc

per

16

m

40o per
50e per

IN.
lfea

ISt

Iba.

Harvesters, Btorera, aad Distributors ot Nataral Ice, the Parity
Lasting Qualities of Whieli Have Made Las Vegas rameaa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

aaf

BOUGHl MHO BOLD

,

AGDA PURA COMPANY
DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

3 ANT

Are Best

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

fLS thev
the disease.
cannot reach the seat
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies, nail s
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
n(tf rMrnptlv nnon the blood and mu
oous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh cure is
not a quack medicine. It was. pre
scribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a
regular prescription.' It Is composed
vt ha Hart trtnlfl lrnnwn. combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
rfirwtiv on tne mucous sunaces. iue
perfect combination of the two Ingred t
ients Is wnat produces eucn wonaer-furesults In curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
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lection of the crew and officers for found that the minimum penalty
'
IV. A prominent yachting Vides for six months and changed the
e
in accordance. He exoress-inarieauthority, in discussing these
says:
jed sorrow from the bench that the
"In the trial races between SirTbo- - tnnishment in many such
cases is
maa Upton's cutters, the new challen-- , felt severely by wife and family of
YOUR
MOST
ger Shamrock IV, and the old Sham--; the offender.
rock
built in 1908, W. P.
Commitment papers were immedl- Burton will have sole charge of both &!j issued.
the yachts, and will sail the challenger, assisted by his sailing master,
Not Beyond Help at 87
Albert Turner. The
will be
NEW PROPOSAL TS FOR AN
bladder weakness,
steered by Captain Gould, a skipper stiffness la
TEAM FROM EACH
Joint, weak, inactive kid
who
has a high, reputation In racing ney action, and rheumatic peine, are
BIG LEAGUE
circles. That the professional skip- all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
ilary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., TaunNew York, Dec. 1. As an aftermath. pers whose names are so familiar to ton,
Mam, writes: "I have passed my
not
are
connected
bf the recent world's series a number j yachting people
87th birthday, and thought I was be
of suggestions have been advanced wltn tD8 matches for the America's yond' the reach of medicine, but Foley
DTft
Kidney Pills have proved meet benefor revising the present system in!cuP for 1914 W,U appear extraordln- - ficial
LAS VEGAS
THE
READS
EVERYBODY
in
case.
O.
G.
my
Schaefer,
Voguo in the meeting of the pennant aT t0 many, and it is undoubtedly Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
winners of the two major leagues each a circumference of much interest and
year. Various objections have been wil1 torm a toPic of conversation
raised by both, managers and play- - amongst yachtsmen for many months
ers regarding the. round robin series to come.
However good men. as they are, Sir
SURPLUS
as proposed by Garry Hermann and
CAPITAL PAID IN
$50,000.00
other suggestions along similar lines. Thomas upton has railed berre wn
1100,000.00
The latest proposal, which comes from them in command of his yachts, and
.
a New England baseball authority, he can but try again with new hands
s
y- - calls for a real Interleague series with a charge. Captain trouia is not a
r
teams from the Nation-- , young man, but he is a siuuea racing
al and American league playing for man, and, while W. P. Burton and
bert Turner are of course, typical of
world's title.
J. M. Cunningham, President.'
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
It is proposed that a committee, se-- . the Jatest school of seamanship in
lected from the members of the Base- - modern racing cutters using aft the
K. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
Frank Springer,
ball Writers' association, appoint two science and forethought tha Is reteams, one from the Araeri- - quired in handling the beautiful tallcan and the other from the National sparred racers of the day, it may perleague, and that these combinations haps be said that Captain Gould is a
blav a series of nine games for the skipper or an oiaer ucnooi.
e
The one point raised at present
world s championship, each game to
a
to
be
that
younger
regret
Pears
on
the
a
in
different
city
played
school was
big circuits. The plan calls for ot of the modern yachting
the
send
trial yacht
to
nod
appointed
the choice to be limited to 20 players
in each league, and also would limit against Shamrock IV. Criticism Is
a players eligibility to two years of voiced by another yachting enthusiast,
such world's championship play. Theias fol,OW8:
"We know Captain Gould's lewil
seloctiou of each player would be
CAPITAL
made by a majority vote in the com is a good one. We very much doubt,
if
be
he himself expects to
mittee and no city would have more however,
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank
than one representative on such com- able to go straight into his new command with a new crew and get as
mittee.
1
J
The father of the idea points out much out of her as Captain Sycamore.
-- President
WM. G. HAYDON
mar, sucn a plan wowa provide a se The latter had carefully tuned Sham.
KELLY
.
President
w.
H,
...Vice
e
ries between the best players of each rock Uo and had had the best
HOSKINST.
Treasurer
D.
,
and would thus prove a test of tunity of doinS s- opposed as he was
the olavint abilitv of the twr rival 'duy after day to a vessel to which he
not. afford to
give anything
organizations. It would further give could
star players In second division clubs awnv, and which was also handle j by
a chance to share in the world's se- 'a skipper a k.e'i and experience! in
It will take
ries money and ,the fans of the two the class as binmelf.
out the form
leagues in almost every city on the (siinie Hulc time to find
two circuits an opportunity to witness of the boat with which her former
at least one game of. each season's sVipper i? ajrea'y acquainted, anj by
ONE NIGHT ONLY
world's series. From a financial that time the short period available
in fnpry trials may have nearfor
pre.'
16
the
clubs
the
standpoint
composing
and (he trial3 will
two major leagues would all share ly or fiiiio rb',:-en li'I'iiic in conclusiveness.
in the receipts and the leading play-- ' huve
ers as well. By limiting the eliscibil-- i The new skipper and all concerned
.
.,
r o
undoubtedly will do their utmost io
the old ;boat "P o the highest
would be open for new and risine
Nevertheless, there
possible.
pitch
ers to figure in the series.
It is pointed out that such- - a plan i wil1 00 throughout an element of .doubt
would do away with the jealousy and as,io wneiner even mosse most intiJeers of those players and magnates mately associated with the trials will
of the
j who
11
feci that they are entitled to a be able to gaus?eTtbc merits
as
if the
as
new
boat
conclusively
portion of the thousands of "o,m,0l..1J
.,.i
imui
"m.
now annually divided by the leading
oaju ,.JD.
commana.
sveamores
clubs of thg two leagues. Those who
have heard the scheme explained and
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
Jo not approve of it, claim that it is
These coughs are wearing and if
a rtopian for professional baseball
they "hang on," can run one down
:uid opens the way for charges of fa- physiccally and lower the vital resis8
voritism and wire pulling during the tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
Pine St., Green Bay, Wise., writes:
election process. They further con- 319 was
"I
greatly troubled with a bad
tend that the interest, being national cough that)
kept me awake nights.
rather than centralized, would result Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
in a heavy falling off in gate receipts and Tar Compound completely cured
O, G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
feM m
and lead to the eventual collapse of rae."
Store. Adv.
"
as
series
the climax '
the world's
11
f IrJ
I
baseball season. Regardless, however,
MISS FLETCHER WEDS
of personal opinions, the fact that
i
t.
rela
but
None
Dec.
Washington,
such a broad plan should have been tives and a few intimate friends atevolved shows that there are baseball tended the
wedding this frfternon of
men who do not believe that the pres- Miss Nell Fletcher, daughter of
The Witching
Made "Miss Noent world's series is the last word
Prima Dona. A
and Mrs. Duncan U. Fletcher
body from Star
Fashion Plate
Land" Famous
in America's national sport.
of Florida, and Mr. Lionel Smith-Go- r
Comedienne
and many others
don, son of Sir Lionel
n
Preliminary details for the 1914 Bart, and Lady
of Al-yacht race for the Amerlca'B cup are derholt Lodge, Salisbury, England.
Effervescing With Sparkling Tunes and Trippling Melodies
rapidly being completed on both sides The ceremony was performed at All
of the Atlantic. Long before the chal- Soul's church and was" followed by a
lenger and defending candidates slide reecption at the Fletcher home.
AND
off the ways, the sailing masters, skipThe bridal couple plan to sail from
pers and crews will have been select- "Nevr York tomorrow for a Mediterraed and all plans arranged for the trial nean cruise. A part of the winter
races,- - both off the will be spent in Switzerland, after
and tunlng-uEnglish and American coasts. Three which they will go to Dublin, where
will be In charge
possible cup defenders are assured for M Smith-Gordothe United States, and one. or twoof
foundation 0f the Russel lib- others may be built if those interest- f
whioh will be devoted to Irish
ed can find satisfactory yacht build- agrlcuUural interests
ers to undertake the worK.
In ( England the actual construction
Lame back may come from overof Shamrock IV., Sir Thomas Lipton s
work, cold settled in the muscles of
on
No
was
started
challenging yacht,
the back, or from disease. In the two
is expect- former
vember 3, and the
cases the right remedy is
SNOW LINIMENT. It
ed to tal?e the water early in April. BALLARD'S
wTll elapse be ehould1 be rubbed in thoroughly over
months'
five
("Although
the affected part, the relief will be
is started. rvmn
fore the
Pl'lOft 2TlC.
so f lafactorv.
nn
bottle. Sold by
English yachting circles are already
M
,and
in discussing tne Central Drug Co. Adv.
hnnllv BntrRired
se- plans for the test races and the

RADICAL

THE OLD RELIABLE

DECEMBER

CHANGE

prelim-'sentenc-

BAIN WAGON

WORLDS

I

nnB

goal

s,

17 o

HEAT FOR

o

MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

SERIES

wholesale: and retail

ALL-STA-

Sleep-dlstuTbl-

ir lit

j

Co.

&

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

---

e

t.

-

INTEREST PAID

Jefferson Raynokls, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E, D. Raynolds, Vice President.
'
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds, Cathier.
(

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

j
j

STGSii

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
N

V.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

flliriPAn

THURSDAY

TUESDAY DEC. 2

DECEHBER4

BIX'K

TUESOAY

Sixteen

j

from MUMMS

7iLcc

Hits

The Ever Popular Musical Comerty

.,7

Stur

tji r

r

.

.

The

-

Perfect Cast

The Most Gorgeously Costumed
Musical Comedy
En-to-

Musical Hits 1 ft
IfiCatcby
1U THE WHISTLEY KIND I U
"Before I Had the Measles"

Prices, $1.50, $1 & 75c

COMNY'S

OF SCENERY

OWN

iiut J ml

if

3

I1SS OLIVE V ML

01HESTRA

Smith-Gordo-

Smith-Gordo-

PRICES
Sl.OO, $1.50

Has Set the

and $2.00

Fashion

SEATS

SRpnlrs MONDAY

World Agog

p

n

FULLY EQUIPPED

1,050

i

Sen-ator- y

2 CARLOADS

Cleo

Seats on Sale at
Murphey's

FlfllFlF

tmf.

Whistley
Kind

ffO-PEOPLE-ffO

Every Gown a French Creation

Offer
The Parisian Musical Comedy

Musical

With MISS OLIVE VAIL

Picked Choros

Distinct
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I

A Profusion of Clever Comedy
Sparkling Tunes and Trlppling
Melodies
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interest Paid On Deposits
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The Parisian Musical Comedy
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Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
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French Creation
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Veoas Automobile ft Elachina
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Phone Main 344.
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IS SENTENCED

Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Judge W. H.
sentenced
Pope Saturday afternoon
James T. Fay, formerly postmaster at
six
Farmington, San Juan county, to
atfor
fine
and
$500
months in jail
revtempting to defraud the internal
enue service out of ?3.30 tax on some
brandy taken from the Farmington
distillery.
for
Judge John K. McFie, counsel
the deefndant. made a touching pela1
for Fay. Judge rope at first sentence
him to 60 days in Jan. our upon w
er examination of the statute ne
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Captivating
Cleverness
s

THE GREATEST MUSICAL
COMEDY OF THE YEAR
A
J

Laighin Whistling Sucees
From Curtain to Curtain

"Before I had the
Measles"

Cleo.

Scut Sale at Murphey's Drug Si ere

Order Seats NOIV!
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Specially Packed For
BEAN BREAD, GEMS and
BISCUITS
HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

ft

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Try a dram
at the Opera

-

'

JJ..;n

1

V'

Found A tale lock. Apply at The
Optic ofiue, and pay for this adver"
-

j

.'ii--

tZs-n-
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i

elf

Mbarn

!

.,J3fJ Oil V9.
Golden Weddtnlg Rye, aged
Finch's;Jhi9K

-!-

in wood, 0irect from h3distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

i
L

The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas hospital will! hold its regular
monthly meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. A. D.

,3

Brio

,.The Ladies' of the Baptist church
will give a white sale, also a bakery
sale, home made candy, etc., at 507

Steacrrvs Store

Free

Free Free

1,

1913,

TEE DINING ROOM

::

I

should be one of the

most comfortably and
attractively furnished
rooms in ihe house
and, if furnisher from

SPECIAL OFFER

of 013 Taylor Bourbon
Bar. Adv.

.

DECEMBER

1

at

For SaleMy residence and Overland a'utpmpb'll,'.;jt ,t. Earloksorf.
r '
. .
, "
Adv.',

tisement;

Sealshipt Oysters
Neufchatel
Iowa Cream
Sierra.
Lit la

1

LOCAL NEWS

MONDAY,

Sixth street, December 4, beginning
at J 0a. m. and continuing all day

From now till Thanksgiving
we will give free a $4.00
Hat with. every Suit or Ov
ercoat sold of

is nil

i

if!

ourestablishment itis
so. We havea splendid
line of handsoire dining-

IERIK1IIE

chairs, buffets and ac
cessories. Each piece is strongly and durably
made from the most artistic designs, and is
warranted to give satisfaction. Our present
'prices are most moderate.

Of Dpys

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

Y

and

:j
.

Children's

TAICHERT'S
CLOTHING

,

& Son
J. C. Johnsen
f urnishers"
"Complete
Home

S

LUN

Lopez is a member of the firm of
and Sena, grocery merchants
tlfe West side.

STARS IfOHii

STORE

Potter's Popular! Voting
Contest Now Open
ladies workstand filled with our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
An elegant

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

Potter Candy Company

DECISION

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church will announce within
a few days the date of its annual
home made mince meat sale, which
likely will occur at the Guild hall on
National avenue. Adv.

Mrs. M. Booth,

Secretary P. H. Le Noir of the Y.
M. C. A, this morning received a
telegram informing him of the birth
of a daughter to himself and Mrs. Le
Noir at the home of Mrs. LeNolr's
parents in Dallas, Tex. The little one
arrived today. Mr. Lc Xoir expects
to have his wife and daughter with
him at the Christmas season.
Customers visiting the Graaf
Hayward store this morning were
scarcely oMe to recognize the place.
A complete change had occurred, makThe
ing '.he store more attractive.
entire grocery department Is equipped
with glass display cases, forming not
enly a system for the sanitary display of goods, but also making an
attractive appearance.

NAVAJO BLAEIKETS

5

AND JOHNSON APPEAR
IN "A LEADER OF MEN"
TONIGHT

81

tl)

JUST

ARRIVED

AT

'

Adjutant General Harry Herring,
accompanied by Governor William C.
McDonald, will be here Friday evening for the purpose of conducting an
official inspection of Company H, New
Mexico National Guard.
The company was inspected last spring by a
United States army officer, but
upon assuming his office,
to make an inspection for the
state. " Company H will hold a drill
every night this week in preparation
for the inspection. Equipment will b'j
assigned to new members of the 'or
ganization and lockers placed at their
disposal.
Every member of the comto attend the nightly
is
expected
pany
drills at the armory.

TIE

ID

WALTER

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

At a meeting of the Greater Las
Vegas band held yesterday afternoon
the members of that organization decided to change the name of the band
to the Las Vegas Military band, under which title it now will be known.
It was also decided to discontinue
practice for the winter and begin
again next spring, when the organi- zation hopes topla-- itself among the
most tip to date bands in the
There will be an important meeting of tie East Las Vegas fire department this evening at the city hall,
at which every member of the organ
ization is requested to be present.
The meeting will start at 8 o'clock
and will be the last regular session
before the big New Year's eve dance.
Several other Important matters also
are to be arranged and a full attend-ance is requested.
1

At Ilia Home of

the Best of Everything EaleMe

Fresh OLD FASHIONED
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
I

Maple Syrup, Stradned
Comb Honey
"

nd

Best Creamery Butter

Four eases greeted Judge D. R. Mur
ray this morning when he arose from
his peaceful slumbers and took his
official position as areiter of the police court Judging from the sentences
imposed the judge was In no mood
for leniency. Santa Fe Officer Kin- man brought in Ray Gutke and1 Fred
Hall on a charge of vagrancy. They
were given a choice of 50 days or
floating out of the city as fast as possible. They preferred the road. Night
Merchants Policeman Terry McGovern
arrested Tom Tucker Saturday night
for drunkenness and that gentleman
was given a sentence of 50 days on
the streets. M. E. Elliott, arrested
Saturday night by Officer E. C. Ward,
was fined $10 for being drunk.

BURNS RESIGNS
LeNoir of the Y.
M. C. A. heard today from Walter

Secretary

P. H.

tech

Burns, assistant secretary, that he
will not return to Las Vegas, but intends to locate at Rochester, Minn.,
where he is at present with his
THE BEST WAIST
mother.
news
The
of Burns' resignation
came as a great surprise to the local
officials of the Y. M. C. A. and also to
,'11! I
his many friends in the city. Starting in the Y. M. C. A. work with no
previous experience whatsoever Burns
showed an aptitude and interest In
his duties that bespoke a bright fu- lie is cordially invited to be present
and hear the oration.
ture for him in thla line of work
The local association, on account
Subscribe for Tlie Optic.
of the suddenness and unexpectedness
of Burns' resignation, will be without
'
a permanent man to fill his place for
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
a matter of three weeks or a month,
DUt
e regular classes will move right
FOR SALE One upright piano. 307
along under volunteer supervision.
Eleventh street. Phone Main 176.
Prentice White will have charge of
the seniors and Secretary LeNoir of
the boys.

;

BOUCHER'S

WINNING ORATION TO

6E

HEARD IN VEGAS

WILL
FRANK" LANDAU
SPEAK
FRIDAY NIGHT AT TEMPLE
MONTEFIORE

U'

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

At the request of a large number
FULL CREAM CHEESE
of Las Veevns, Frank Landau, who
won the state oratorical contest in if
Genuine Camembert
Alhiinuernuf! Wtdnesdav nisht of last, Tl
week, will deliver nla oration Friday
evening in Temple Montefiore. Young
You ought (o eaf our
Mr. Landau will supplant for this cc
casion his father, Rev. Dr. Jacob Lan- "Ted" Long, formerly a resident of dau, spiritual director of the temLas Vegas, passed through here last ple. The subject of his oration is
for breakfast
niht from his present home in Rich- 'What is True Patriotism?" The pub- mond, Calif., to Oklahoma. Mr. Long
brought the sad news of the accident1
al death of his brother-in-laMr.
Fancy Cauliflower, Leltuce
Starr, who formerly lived in Las Ve- .. nnA
,
.3
..1
0
&d nu ua tunpiuj'eu as a uraiveman i
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Like something hot
by the Santa Fe railway. Mr. Starr
was killed by a fall from a locomotive.
and spicy?Eat a
He is survived by a wife. Mr. Starr
was popular In Las Vegas.
He gain
fine
ESlZtrj&Flli-they'-n
Apples Galore, Cranberries
ed some local fame as a- hynotist, havCi) I
t
ing studied hypnotism so thoroughly
that he was able to put up a creditable exhibition at the opera house.
Mr. Starr built a house on Lincoln
avenue, near Twelfth street. His body
Night
will be burled in Oklahoma. Mr.
Booths
Private
Dining
Long is conducting a cigar store in
Richmond, Calif.

I "Virginia" Bacon

THE GRAAP & HAYWABD CO. STORE

1

WANTS NEW TRIAL
Chicago, Dec. l. Arguments on motions for new trial of Otoman Zar
Aduslit Kanish, head of the Maz
facing a five years' sentence for
sending improper literature by express, was continued today by Judge
Mack until December 5, on request
Kanteh's attorneys.

Da-zan- a,

'
A NEW CURFENCY BILL
'
1.
Dec.
Senator
Washington,
introduced a bill today for a cen

tral bank to be owned by the public
and operated by the government, with
12 branches.-Its powers would be
similar to those vested in the region
al banks by the administration bill.
.

HARRISON 19 ELECTED
New York, Dec. 1. Fairfax Harrison, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway company,

was today elected president of the
flout ii f.vn Railway company to succeed the late W. W. Flnl.ey.

USTEtl

I
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"The Bismark"
Open All

The opportunity of seeing ltomaine
Fielding and Arthur Johnson, two
stars, acting in the same production will be given Las Vegas movie
patrons tonight and Tuesday when the
two-refeature, "A Leader of Men,"
will be shown at the Photoplay theater. This picture was made in Philadelphia in July, when Mr. Fielding
was in that city visiting the home offices of the company. Fielding and
Jqhnson are stars of .,' the picture
world, and their appearance in the
same picture is a decided novelty, as
separate organisations
they head
working under the direction of the
Lubin concern.
Lottie
Briscoe,
Charles Brandt and Florence Hackett
are other favorites who participate
in "A Leader of Men," a short synopsis of which is as follows:
John Doran, bred of the slums,
meets Julia Radnor, a capitalist's
daughter. She. patronizes him, but he
becomes familiar and she rebukes
him.
He then declares himself the
equal of any man and he will prove
it to her. He gets employment iu a
ship yard and soon is made a foreman. His strong personality causes
him to be the leader of the men and
Laura Phalen, a stenographer, coaches him in the rudiments of education.
David Radnor, Julia's father,, and his
clique of capitalists desire to get control of the ship yard, and bribe Doran
to order a strike. The battle is fierce
and bloody, until Laura takes John to
some of the strikers' starving homes.
He then finds that he has a concience
and despite the offer of more bribery
money and the hand of the capital-sist'- s
daughter, he calls the strike off
and finds love and contentment with
the little stenographer

Lu-bi- n
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centers
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FIELDING

The first announcement of those
competing for the work basket offered by the Potter Candy company
was made this morning, and is as
follows: Miss Mary Hays, 65; Mies
Katherine Seelinger, 50; Miss Alice
35; Miss Bertie Leonard,
Regensburg,
The Las Vegas Light and Power
company has arranged an attractive 20; Miss Chella Van Petten, 15; Miss
23
display of electric goods for the holi- Leeta Brown, 15 ; Mrs.George.Laemme,
days in its window, which has been 15; Miss Lucy Clement, 10; Miss
much commented upon as one of the Mabel Laird, 5; Miss Nancy Blatman,
most prettily arranged windows in the 5; Miss Rose Kellogg, 5: Miss Opal
Jones, 5; Miss ClarabeJIe Adler, 5;
city.

Eve.

IjO-pe-

Correct Garments for Men

Adv.
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tables and

-room
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FRANCISCO
IIUHT

EN

LOPEZ IS
A

ANXIOUSLY AWAITED
'

PROPERTY OWN ERS OF SAN
GUEL COUTY INTERESTED
IN TAX CASES
County
tfoU

Treasurer

a.s deputy,

Euu'j

Ml-

K'.'Kuo

'&ubs Madohivi

jeiiy.

aie awaitiiig with "interest Hie iesiiit
ot the supreme court's bearing o; tha
tax tangle in Chaves county. The de- cision, coming from
the supreme
court, will fix tne statuj oi taxation
Mirouahout the entire sta:e ami waka.
rt
uiiiri'itessary any legal action on
of San Miguel eomuy property
owners for the purpose of pre'eutinij
the spreading upon titc ta rol.s ot
(he increases ordered by tho btate
board of equalization. It
as for
this reason that the Sau Miguel county, taxpayers did not file ihd injunction proceedings which tiiey determined upon some time ago.
In the meantime the cta;.i j treasurer is being beseiged wicn .tuesiion,
from taxpayers, who dysi:? to know
whether they are obliged to pay ta:-enow or await the action if th.' court.
Some of them are demanding that
their names be recorded, in order that
they may not be liable to a penalty,
but none seems willing to pay up until the correct status of the taxation
muddle has been, established. There
is an evident determination on he
part of the people not to submit e
raises in valuation ordered by the
state board.
th..-pa-

t,

tc-th-

THE YEAR'S

VOiiK

AFFAIRS OF THE COUNTY ARE IN
GOOD SHAPE AT CLOSE
OF 1914

Prepared to transact all remaining:
year, leaving a clean
page to start with on January 1, the
board of county commissioners met
this morning in regular monthly ses- sion. Little business awaited the at- tention of the board, other than the
payment of claims.
.ine commissioners spent practically the entire morning in listening
to the arguments presented
by a
number of, residents, of a section on
the mesa, several miles east of Las
.Vegas, for and against the opening of
a road. At its last meeting the board1
was petitioned to open a
country road,
which, it was alleged, had been closed
by Jose Maria Naranjo and
Santiago
LeFebre."It was stated that the road
'had been" use10oF2year8, but
had been cut off from use recently
by a wire-fencerected by Naranjo and Le-- .
Febre. These men were
summoned
to appear before the
commissioners
this morning and state what reason
cculd be offered as an
argument
against opening the road. The men
stated that the property traversed
by
the highway belongs to them and
they will be greatly damaged if obliged to allow traffic to go
through their
fields.
The commissioners reserved
decision until this afternoon's session.
The commissioners expected , to
complete their work before time
this evening.

RUNAWAY business of the

WEST SIDE MERCHANT THROWN
TO THE GROUND WHEN CARRIAGE OVERTURNS
Mr. and Mrs. Francisco A. Lopez,
knowns residents of the West

Weil

,

barely escaped serious injury
this morning at about 10 o'clock when
the horse drawing their carriage ran
away, overturning the vehicle on the
Plaza. Mrs. Lopez avoided injury by
jumping from the carriage when the
horse .first became . frightened, while
Mr. Lopez suffered a' "dlsfocated hip
and seevral deep cufe bri the' head. '
Mr. and Mrs. Lopez were divfn
toward the FlazaoiLtha,jvest exten.
sion of National ..avenue from the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, where
they had witnessed a christening, and
when they reached a point even with
the rear of Ike Davis store, one of
the shafts broke,
frightening the
horse, which started to run.
In his wild njee the horse dragged
the carriage across the sidewalk and
between a telephone pole and the Ike
Davis store, a space
large
enough to admit the passage of such
a vehicle. It was here that Mrs. Lo
The horse continued
pez jumped.
along the north side of the Plaza at
a breakneck speed. Just as the runaway reached the front of the office
Figures compiled by the department
of Charles W. G. Ward the carriage
overturned. It was demolished and of labor show that In the lumber
manufacturing
in the Unitindustry'
was
thrown forcibly to the
Mr. Lopez
ed States since 1890 there has been
ground. The horse was stopped sevan increase of 29 per cent in wages,
'
eral blocks away.
while working hours have been shortto
offide
was
the
of
carried
Lopez
almost 4 per cent.
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, where he re- ened
ceived immediate treatment. Although
none of his injuries is of a dangerous
The successor of James M. Lynch as
character, he will be unable to be president of the International Typo
about for several weeks. - Mrs. Lopez graphical union will be selected by
suffered practically no injury. Mr. referendum vote next May.
feide;

'
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